
KJZZ News 1Q 2021
Date Slug Type Note Topic 1 Duration Producer Producer 2
1/7/2021 Vax LTC staff w Many residents and staff at long-term caAging :42 Kathy Ritchie
1/11/2021 Homebound senior vax c/c Older adults who live in more rural 

parts of Arizona have largely been 
forgotten during the coronavirus 
pandemic. Mary Beals-Luedtka 
((BEELS Lewdt-KA)) is the Area 
Agency on Aging director for the 
Northern Arizona Council of 
Governments. Her organization works 
with these homebound seniors. She 
says her concern now is getting this 
population vaccinated.

Aging :15 Kathy Ritchie

1/14/2021 FTC Warning v The FTC has issued another warning 
about long term care facilities keeping 
the $1200 stimulus payment intended 
for their residents. 

Aging :27 Kathy Ritchie

1/18/2021 Q&AZ Senior Vaccines w Federal health officials recently lowered 
eligibility in the next phase of COVID-
19 vaccines from seniors 75-plus to 
those 65 and older. Through our Q&AZ 
reporting project, a listener wants to 
know when that phase will open up in 
Arizona

Aging :48 Austin Fast

1/19/2021 Hacienda Parent w When news broke that an incapacitated 
woman gave birth to a baby at her long-
term care facility, there was hope 
among many in the disability communty 
that the incident would lead to much-
needed changes.

Aging :51 Kathy Ritchie

1/22/2021 AARP nursing home safety c/c Rates of COVID-19 cases and deaths 
in Arizona’s nursing homes have 
spiked recently, according to AARP. 

Aging :14 Bridget Dowd

1/15/2021 International Produce w A bipartisan group of legislators are 
urging the U.S. International Trade 
Commission not to take actions that 
could disrupt trade relationships during 
its ongoing investigations of imported 
blueberries and other fresh produce. 

Agriculture :49 Kendal Blust

1/20/2021 Uncontained mural winners dp The first of four emerging Latino and 
indigenous artists’ murals was unveiled 
last weekend (Friday) in downtown 
Phoenix.

Arts & Culture :29 Tom Maxedon

1/27/2021 Roosevelt Row Artists f Roosevelt Row C-D-C and partner arts 
organizations have selected Indigenous 
and Latino artists in Arizona to create 
art on a shipping container in 
downtown Phoenix.

Arts & Culture 4:57 Tom Maxedon



1/5/2021 Sonora Vaccine w Sonoran health officials say they’re readBorder :49 Murphy Woodhouse
1/6/2021 Border wall completed v Outgoing president Donald Trump’s 

administration announced today 
(Tuesday) it had completed a campaign 
promise of finishing the wall along the 
U.S.-Mexico border. 

Border :43 Michel Marizco

1/6/2021 Marriage Equality w The fight over marriage equality in SonoBorder :40 Murphy Woodhouse
1/6/2021 Assange Asylum in Mexico v The founder of Wikileaks, accused of puBorder :44 Rodrigo Cervantes
1/7/2021

Mexico vaccines begin

w Every state in Mexico is expected to 
receive the first doses of the 
coronavirus vaccine by the beginning of 
next week. 

Border :46 Kendal Blust

1/8/2021 Bomb Threats v ICE Dropped w Pinal County’s top prosecutor says 
deadly force would have been an 
easier option for police that converged 
on reports of bomb threats near a 
federal immigration facility.

Border :41 Matt Casey

1/8/2021 Border Deaths v A project that maps where bodies of 
border-crossers were recovered from 
Arizona’s inhospitable deserts... has 
shown a record-breaking death toll. 

Border :39 Jill Ryan

1/11/2021 Remain in Mexico policy c/c A new report from the research and 
advocacy group Human Rights Watch 
urges President-elect Joe Biden to 
immediately dismantle the so-called 
“Remain in Mexico” program upon 
taking office.

Border :09 Kendal Blust

1/11/2021 Wall funding w Last week, Customs and Border 
Protection Acting Commissioner Mark 
Morgan said the Trump administration 
had completed 450 miles of border wall 
by the end of 2020. President-elect Joe 
Biden has pledged not to build any 
more, but Congress just approved new 
funding.

Border :49 AZPM Alisa Reznick

1/12/2021

Codigo Rojo

w Stricter pandemic control measures are 
starting in several major Sonoran cities.

Border :44 Murphy Woodhouse

1/13/2021 Border Wall letter w President Donald Trump was in Texas 
Tuesday afternoon touting the 
construction of his administration’s 30-
foot steel bollard wall— it's his final visit 
to the U.S.-Mexico border while in 
office.

Border :48 AZPM Alisa Reznick

1/14/2021 First Sonoran Vaccine w Early Wednesday morning, healthcare 
workers in the Sonoran capital 
Hermosillo became the first people in 
the state to receive doses of the 
coronavirus vaccine.

Border :49 Kendal Blust



1/15/2021 AMLO Social Media w Some heads of state around the world 
are criticizing social media giants 
Facebook and Twitter for banning 
President Trump. Among them are the 
leaders of Germany, France... and 
Mexico. 

Border :42 Rodrigo Cervantes

1/18/2021 Mexico trade letter v Three members of the U.S. Cabinet 
surprised their Mexican counterparts 
just a few days before the end of the 
Trump administration. All three of them 
signed a letter, criticizing Mexico over 
specific trade issues. 

Border :41 Rodrigo Cervantes

1/18/2021 Mass graves in Sonora w A citizens’ collective in neighboring 
Sonora, Mexico, found 19 hidden 
graves during one day of searching last 
week. 

Border :45 Kendal Blust

1/19/2021 Sonora Desalination Plant v A desalination plant in neighboring 
Sonora, Mexico is nearing completion 
… nearly two years after construction 
began. 

Border :40 Kendal Blust

1/20/2021 Border Wall Removal w A group of border region activists and a 
member of Congress want to hold 
incoming president Joe Biden to his 
campaign promise that he will halt 
border wall construction on the 
southwest border.

Border :51 Michel Marizco

1/21/2021 Border officer sentenced v A now former Customs and Border 
Protection officer from Nogales was 
sentenced last week for a corruption 
scheme at the U.S. Mexico border

Border :41 Michel Marizco

1/1/2021 Casino layoffs v Casinos run by the Navajo Nation are 
temporarily laying off over 11-hundred 
workers today (Fri) because of 
prolonged closures caused by the 
pandemic.

Business :40 Jill Ryan

1/4/2021 Gym memberships v New Year, new you! Or, at least that’s 
how most of our resolutions go each 
year, especially when it comes to a 
commitment to getting in shape. But 
the pandemic means that well-
intentioned gym membership may not 
be on the January to-do list in 2021

Business :46 Heather VanBlokland

1/5/2021 Lucid suppliers v Two suppliers for the electric car compa Business :35 Murphy Woodhouse
1/11/2021 Construction outlook c/c Healthcare projects dominate this 

year’s forecast for the construction 
industry. Ken Simonson with 
Associated General Contractors of 
America says its annual survey finds 
firms are most optimistic about non-
hospital construction.

Business :20 Christina Estes



1/14/2021 PV Mall Macy's v Another Phoenix mall is about to lose a 
major department store. 

Business :31 Christina Estes

1/15/2021 Mexico City Restaurants w For almost a month, the restaurant 
industry in Mexico City has been under 
a second lockdown as a result of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. And thousands 
of them decided to unite on a peaceful 
protest to push the authorities to be 
flexible, under the motto: “If we close, 
we die.”

Business :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

1/21/2021 Kroger development v A development agreement between 
Arizona’s largest grocer and the city of 
Phoenix could lead to changes in the 
way people get their groceries. 

Business :41 Christina Estes

1/21/2021 PHX protest grants m What appeared to be a routine agenda 
item turned into a lengthy debate and 
some name calling during yesterday’s 
(Wednesday’s) Phoenix city council 
meeting.

Business 1:04 Christina Estes

1/21/2021 Sky Harbor contracts w After hours of discussion, the Phoenix 
City Council agreed to extend leases 
for concessionaires at Sky Harbor 
Airport. 

Business :49 Christina Estes

1/22/2021 Bar closure w Videos on social media over the weekenBusiness :53 Katherine Davis Young
1/22/2021 Bar closure c/c The state’s health department has orderBusiness :13 Katherine Davis Young
1/26/2021 Curfew owners lawsuit c/c The Pima County Superior Court grantedBusiness :17 Jill Ryan
1/6/2021 Sonoran Tucson package deliveryf Every year, Mexican shoppers spend 

billions of dollars in Arizona. But 
pandemic travel restrictions have 
closed the border to many of those 
travelers.How a new package delivery 
service is trying to soften that blow on 
both sides of the border.

Consumer 4:14 Kendal Blust

1/1/2021 Brno Election Subpoena v Republican Attorney General Mark 
Brnovich has filed legal documents 
siding with Arizona Republicans to 
have a judge enforce a subpoena for 
Maricopa County’s election materials

Courts :45 Jill Ryan

1/1/2021 SCOTUS Harvesting v  The U.S Supreme Court has set a 
hearing date for Arizona’s 
ballot harvesting law, choosing to 
review the decision of a federal appeals 
court that voided the state’s ban.

Courts :51 Vaughan Jones

1/1/2021 Pence lawsuit v The lawsuit filed by Arizona’s 
Republican Party chair Kelli Ward 
against Vice President Mike Pence has 
been met with opposition by Pence’s 
legal team.

Courts :40 Jill Ryan

1/5/2021 Board of Supes v. Fann v A Maricopa County Superior Court judgeCourts :39 Ben Giles



1/13/2021 Border wall lawsuit w Joe Biden may have to take up the 
lawsuit to stop the border wall next 
month in the Supreme Court.

Courts :47 Michel Marizco

1/15/2021 Ed Tax Lawsuit Tossed v A Maricopa County Superior Court 
Judge has rejected one of several 
claims against Proposition 208.

Courts :35 Jill Ryan

1/21/2021 Tucson Curfew Ruling c/c  A Pima County Superior Court judge 
has temporarily halted the enforcement 
of the county’s new curfew.

Courts :11 Jill Ryan

1/6/2021 No charges for officer threat v The Maricopa County Attorney will not bCrime :38 Jimmy Jenkins
1/7/2021

Vaquita fisherman killed

w A fisherman has died near the small 
town of San Felipe, Baja California 
after his small boat crashed with a 
conservation ship last week.

Crime :47 Kendal Blust

1/8/2021 AZ Q Protester w Washington D.C. Metropolitan Police 
have identified an Arizona man as a 
person of interest in the storming of the 
U.S. Capitol by pro-Trump supporters.

Crime :41 Ron Dungan

1/8/2021 AZ Q Protester c/c Washington D.C. Metropolitan Police 
have posted photos of dozens of 
protesters following the Capitol 
invasion, and one of them is an Arizona 
man, 32-year-old Jake Angeli 

Crime :07 Ron Dungan

1/8/2021 AZ Capitol security c/c In the aftermath of the Trump mob 
sieging the U-
S Capitol building, Arizona’s 
Department of Public Safety has put 
in security measures at the 
state Capitol building.

Crime :12 Jill Ryan

1/12/2021

Angeli extradition hearing

v An Arizona man has made his initial 
court appearance in Phoenix for his 
role in last week’s Capitol protests.

Crime :24 Ron Dungan

1/15/2021 Phoenix Olympian Charged v Former Phoenix resident and Olympic 
swimmer Klete (Kleet) Keller has been 
charged in the storming of the U.S. 
Capitol. 

Crime :22 Ron Dungan

1/18/2021 New AZ Rioter Arrested v Federal authorities say they’ve arrested 
another Arizona man on suspicion of 
taking part in the violent insurrection of 
President Trump supporters at the U-S 
Capitol.

Crime :40 Matt Casey

1/21/2021 AZ pardons v There were two connections to Arizona 
amid President Trump’s list of pardon 
recipients released late Tuesday night.

Crime :40 Jimmy Jenkins



1/21/2021 Sonora oxygen theft v Authorities in neighboring Sonora, 
Mexico are searching for two people 
after one allegedly stole seven oxygen 
tanks from a hospital in the southern 
part of the state.

Crime :35 Kendal Blust

1/19/2021 Marijuana Expansion v Medical marijuana use has been 
steadily increasing since the 20-10 
voter approved law allowing patients 
with certain medical conditions to 
obtain the drug. The data shows most 
users complain of chronic pain and 
most are male.

Data :35 Jill Ryan

1/4/2021 Hacienda update w Two years ago, a woman with 
intellectual and developmental 
disabilities was raped and later gave 
birth to a baby at her long term care 
facility. Her alleged rapist was her 
nurse. The news sparked outrage, but 
what changes have been made to keep 
people with I-D-D safe?

Disabilities :51 Kathy Ritchie

1/6/2021 Unemployment update v Jobless Arizonans should start 
receiving larger checks this week.

Economy :41 Katherine Davis Young

1/18/2021 Sonora employment falls v The coronavirus is continuing to have a 
big economic impact in neighboring 
Sonora.

Economy :35 Murphy Woodhouse

1/4/2021 CAJUA Return Letter c/c The Coalition for Academic Justice at 
the University of Arizona, a coalition of 
U of A employees, sent an open letter 
to university leadership demanding 
stricter guidelines to mitigate the 
spread of Covid-19.

Education :13 Vaughan Jones

1/4/2021 EV teacher sickout w Chandler Unified is one of two school 
districts in the East Valley that’s 
preparing for a possible teacher sickout 
planned for Tuesday (1/5) when 
classes resume following winter break

Education :48 Rocio Hernandez

1/4/2021 Hoffman's virtual learning v Students will flood classrooms across 
the state as winter break ends 
Monday/today for many school districts. 
Arizona’s head of public schools is 
calling on the governor to stop that 
from happening

Education :41 Austin Fast

1/5/2021 School car parades m Parents and educators of the Chandler aEducation :58 Rocio Hernandez
1/5/2021 COVID learning c/c For a lot of Arizonans and moreover AmEducation :16 Hunter Brownstein
1/5/2021 Chandler/Gilbert Go Online c/c Yesterday (Monday) Chandler and GilbeEducation :11 Jill Ryan
1/6/2021 UofA spring semester w University officials shared their plans for Education :51 Rocio Hernandez
1/6/2021 Hoffman teacher shortage c/c A new survey from the Arizona School PEducation :15 Tom Maxedon
1/7/2021

ASU unionization

c/c Employees at Arizona State University 
are in the process of forming a union.

Education :14 Hunter Brownstein



1/11/2021 Universities spring semester m Arizona universities have started or are 
starting their spring semesters this 
week as the COVID-19 pandemic 
continues.

Education 1:07 Rocio Hernandez

1/11/2021 ASU Union letter c/c Arizona State University’s staff union is 
upset after the school announced 
professors teaching in person can 
access COVID-19 vaccines, but other 
employees can’t.

Education :09 Austin Fast

1/11/2021 Peoria sick out w Teachers from Peoria School District 
are calling in sick to protest in-person 
learning. Nine schools won’t have 
enough staff for classes, so they’re 
closed Monday.

Education :51 Austin Fast

1/12/2021 University COVID vaccines w The University of Arizona has been 
designated as a Point of Distribution 
site for the COVID-19 vaccine in Pima 
County.

Education :46 Rocio Hernandez

1/12/2021 University COVID vaccines c/c The University of Arizona has been 
chosen to serve as one of the six 
vaccination sites in Pima County. 

Education :09 Rocio Hernandez

1/12/2021

ASU spring enrollment

v Arizona State University says it’s 
starting its spring semester with strong 
enrollment numbers as students are 
determined to continue their education 
despite the pandemic. 

Education :28 Rocio Hernandez

1/12/2021

Avondale Beyond the Bell

w Two Avondale schools are making their 
after-school program work, despite the 
pandemic.

Education :48 Bridget Dowd

1/13/2021 Hoffman on SOS c/c Arizona Superintendent of Public 
Instruction Kathy Hoffman said she’s 
not satisfied with Ducey's clarification of 
his statement on education funding..

Education :17 Bridget Dowd

1/26/2021 Educator discipline report w A report by the Arizona Board of Educat Education :49 Rocio Hernandez
1/27/2021 Class sizes study c/c Two state senators who are also 

teachers are introducing a bill today 
(Tuesday) that would create a 
committee to study class sizes in 
Arizona schools.

Education :14 Rocio Hernandez



1/29/2021 Covid vaccines teachers f Educators across Arizona are being 
inoculated against the coronavirus as 
all counties have reached Phase 1B of 
the vaccine distribution plan. The 
vaccine is being seen as the light at the 
end of the tunnel for school districts 
that have been operating entirely 
remotely as well as those which have 
had limited in-person instruction. 
KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports on 
what it could mean for schools, their 
employees and students.

Education 4:34 Rocio Hernandez

1/26/2021 GCU vaccination site c/c The University of Arizona has been chosEducation/Health :09 Rocio Hernandez
1/4/2021 Dems / Voter Registration v Arizona Democrats registered more 

new voters in the last election cycle 
than any other party, according to new 
data from the Arizona Secretary of 
State’s office.

Elections :36 Vaughan Jones

1/5/2021 Hobbs Voter Call c/c On Wednesday, the U-S Senate and HoElections :18 Kathy Ritchie
1/15/2021 Every 30 Seconds Update f One year ago, we first heard from a 

Latina first-time voter in Arizona as part 
of a nationwide series KJZZ’s 
Fronteras Desk collaborated on called 
Every 30 Seconds. We called it that 
because approximately every 30 
seconds a young Latino turns 18 and 
becomes eligible to vote. Michel 
Marizco from our Fronteras Desk in 
Tucson tells us what’s next for Diaz 
and her hopes for the next presidential 
election

Elections 3:17 Michel Marizco

1/21/2021 Early Ballots c/c A newly introduced bill could cause 
some Arizonans to have a harder time 
casting early ballots in future elections.

Elections :09 Jill Ryan

1/27/2021 Sups election audit c/c The Maricopa County Board of SupervisElections :20 Ben Giles
1/1/2021 Air quality alert s As Arizonans look forward to what will 

hopefully be a better year, the air 
quality forecast is not so bright. 

Environment :27 Bridget Dowd

1/4/2021 Fire on the Mountain f How scientists are racing to understand 
how massive burn scars affect the 
water cycle. 

Environment 4:05 KUNC Luke Runyon

1/5/2021 Western slope waster users f How one program is helping upstream faEnvironment 4:19 KVNF Jodi Peterson
1/19/2021 Native seed library c/c A Scottsdale Community College 

librarian has ventured beyond books to 
create the Maricopa Native Seed 
Library. It offers free seeds native to 
the Sonoran Desert to anybody who 
wants them -- along with planting 
instructions.

Environment :13 Chad Snow



1/21/2021 Drought plan triggered v Dry conditions have activated a 2019 
drought plan for the first time in the 
upper reaches of the Colorado River 
Basin.

Environment :37 KUNC Luke Runyon

1/20/2021 Rick Renzi Pardon s Overnight, President Trump issued 
over 140 clemencies. Among them 
were ex-strategist Steve Bannon, 
rapper Lil Wayne and former Arizona 
Representative Rick Renzi.

Got. Federal :31 Jill Ryan

1/1/2021 Flagstaff minimum wage v Starting tomorrow (Jan. 1) the 
minimum wage will increase across 
Arizona.

Govt. City :38 Austin Fast

1/11/2021 Mask violations v Cities across Arizona have required 
masks to slow the spread of COVID-19 
for more than six months now, few 
people are getting cited for not abiding 
by the local ordinances.

Govt. City :40 Austin Fast

1/14/2021 Phx Flavored Tobacco w Before Phoenix leaders take action on 
a request to ban flavored tobacco they 
want more information about 
enforcement and possible state 
legislation.

Govt. City :43 Christina Estes

1/1/2021 County treasurer resigns v The Maricopa County Board of 
Supervisors has 
accepted County Treasurer Royce 
Flora’s resignation.

Govt. County :31 Jimmy Jenkins

1/1/2021 Roberts Curfew v Arizona state Representative 
Bret Roberts is asking the Arizona 
Attorney General if Pima 
County’s curfew violates a directive 
from the governor

Govt. County :37 Vaughan Jones

1/1/2021 TriWest $179 Million settlement v An Arizona corporation headquartered 
in Phoenix has agreed to pay the 
United States nearly $180 million 
dollars to resolve claims that it received 
overpayments from the Department of 
Veterans Affairs. 

Govt. Federal :40 Jimmy Jenkins

1/12/2021

DHS Sec. Quits

v The head of the Homeland Security 
Department announced he’s quitting 
Monday night.

Govt. Federal :33 Michel Marizco

1/18/2021 Biden Public Lands f President-elect Joe Biden's choice of 
Deb Haaland is an indication of how 
public lands — including Bears Ears 
National Monument and Chaco Canyon 
— will managed in the Biden 
administration.

Govt. Federal 3:54 Ron Dungan

1/25/2021 Biggs React c/c A local poll out this week signaled troublGovt. Federal :18 Matt Casey
1/25/2021 Future of border wall f The new Biden Administration has stoppGovt. Federal 3:31 Michel Marizco
1/29/2021 Mexico-U.S. call v Antony (AN-tin-ee) Blinken has been ap Govt. Federal :40 Rodrigo Cervantes
1/1/2021 Ducey good samaritan v As the coronavirus pandemic continues Govt. State :38 Bridget Dowd
1/5/2021 Virtual state of the state w The governor’s traditional State of the StGovt. State :50 Ben Giles



1/5/2021 Virtual state of the state c/c The governor’s traditional State of the StGovt. State :12 Ben Giles
1/8/2021 Senate COVID Rules w Two weeks ago, Senate President 

Karen Fann announced COVID-19 
protocols for the upcoming legislative 
session that include a requirement that 
everyone in the chamber, senators 
included, must wear a mask.

Govt. State :50 Ben Giles

1/11/2021 State of the State advance w Governor Doug Ducey will give his 
State of the State address Monday 
(THIS AFTERNOON) detailing his 
policy agenda for the new year.

Govt. State :50 Ben Giles

1/11/2021 State of the State advance c/c Governor Doug Ducey defended his 
administration’s response to the 
pandemic on Friday, even as Arizona 
once again garners national attention 
for its inability to control the spread of 
the coronavirus.

Govt. State :10 Ben Giles

1/12/2021 Ducey Ed Funding m Governor Doug Ducey’s office is 
walking back a part of his State of the 
State address where he seemed to 
threaten to cut funding for schools with 
virtual learning options.

Govt. State :53 Rocio Hernandez

1/12/2021 Ducey Tax Cuts w In his state of the state address, 
Governor Doug Ducey promised to 
think big when it comes cutting taxes.

Govt. State :48 Ben Giles

1/12/2021 Ducey Emergency Powers c/c Ducey addressed those who’d like to 
curb his broad authority in a public 
health emergency by declaring the 
emergency is over.

Govt. State :09 Ben Giles

1/19/2021 Speeding w A new bill would make it so anyone 
driving up to 75 miles per hour in a 65 
mile-per-hour zone could be cited for 
the “waste of a finite resource.''

Govt. State :49 Bridget Dowd

1/20/2021 Rec Marijuana c/c Arizona adults could be purchasing 
legal marijuana for recreational use by 
the end of the week.

Govt. State :17 Jill Ryan

1/22/2021 Republican voter registration m Within one week after the Capitol insurreGovt. State 1:20 Jill Ryan
1/22/2021 Redistricting Chair s The Arizona Independent Redistricting CGovt. State :30 Jill Ryan
1/25/2021 Ward re-elected GOP chair c/c On Saturday, Kelli Ward was chosen to Govt. State :13 Matt Casey
1/25/2021 GOP censure REAX c/c Three of Arizona’s most recognizable ReGovt. State :13 Matt Casey
1/25/2021 GOP convention w The Arizona Republican Party has chastGovt. State :46 Matt Casey
1/25/2021 New AZ Dem chair v The Arizona Democratic Party has electeGovt. State :41 Vaughan Jones
1/26/2021 Rogers ethics complaint v Republican Senator Wendy Rogers has Govt. State :39 Ben Giles
1/26/2021 Emergency Powers w A Senate panel advanced a resolution toGovt. State :47 Ben Giles
1/26/2021 Ducey Senate c/c Governor Doug Ducey told the New Yor Govt. State :06 Ben Giles
1/27/2021 Tax cuts c/c Some Senate Republicans are arguing fGovt. State :14 Jill Ryan
1/28/2021 Election audit w The Maricopa County Board of SupervisGovt. State :51 Ben Giles
1/28/2021 College funds c/c The Senate Finance Committee approveGovt. State :08 Jill Ryan
1/29/2021 AZGOP audit w The chair of Arizona’s Republican Party Govt. State :59 Ben Giles



1/1/2021 Pima county COVID reporting w Yesterday (Wednesday) the Pima 
County Health Department released a 
new advisory on COVID-19 situation in 
southern Arizona. 

Health :46 Rocio Hernandez

1/1/2021 Pima county COVID reporting c/c As COVID-19 cases continue to grow 
across the state, Pima County’s Health 
Department is stressing the importance 
of businesses reporting COVID-19 
cases among employees. 

Health :14 Rocio Hernandez

1/1/2021 Banner diversion strategies w This week, multiple Banner Health 
hospitals in Arizona are operating well 
above their licensed bed capacity.

Health :46 Rocio Hernandez

1/1/2021 Sleep Deprivation f Since the start of the pandemic, a 
growing number of people are 
experiencing insomnia. In Arizona, 
researchers are working to understand 
why. As Madison Cerro (SARE-oh) 
reports, they’re finding answers.

Health 4:24 Cronkite Madison Cerro

1/4/2021 COVID surge v Arizona shattered its daily record for 
new coronavirus cases today (Sunday)

Health :39 Austin Fast

1/4/2021 Vaccine longevity v Covid-19 vaccine distribution is 
beginning to pick up around the United 
States, and experts from the University 
of Arizona are trying to predict how long 
the immunity will last.

Health :35 Vaughan Jones

1/5/2021 Navajo Covid update v Despite rollout of the Pfizer and ModernaHealth :30 Hunter Brownstein
1/5/2021 AHA (AZ Hospital Assoc) w AHA CEO says her staff is fatigued and Health :44 Hunter Brownstein
1/6/2021 Yavapai COVID response c/c The coronavirus is having a 

devastating impact on the state’s rural 
communities and healthcare providers 
in those areas. 

Health :15 Tom Maxedon

1/6/2021 Pinal educators vaccines m Pinal County entered Phase 1B last 
week of COVID-19 vaccinations, 
making it the first county, and until 
today (Tuesday), the only county in the 
state to reach that phase. 

Health :55 Rocio Hernandez

1/6/2021 COVID #1 cases c/c Arizona is now reporting more new 
COVID-19 infections per capita than 
any other state, putting its outbreak 
among the most severe in the world. 

Health :15 Katherine Davis Young

1/7/2021 National Guard vax w Earlier this week, the Arizona National GHealth :37 Kathy Ritchie
1/7/2021

Hospital update

c/c Dr. Marjorie Bessel is chief clinical 
officer of Banner Health. She says 
hospitals are already stretched thin and 
the worst is likely yet to come.

Health :16 Katherine Davis Young

1/7/2021

Hospital update

c/c Hospital leaders in the state warn they 
are running out of space and skilled 
staff to care for COVID-19 patients.

Health :14 Katherine Davis Young



1/8/2021 Maricopa County Phase 1B w School staff, childcare workers, law 
enforcement and adults over 75 can 
begin requesting coronavirus vaccine 
appointments in Maricopa County 
starting Monday. As KJZZ’s Katherine 
Davis-Young reports, the county is 
preparing to enter Phase 1-B in its 
vaccination plan.

Health :49 Katherine Davis Young

1/8/2021 Maricopa County Phase 1B c/c Maricopa County will enter phase 1-B 
in its COVID-19 vaccination plan 
Monday. This phase makes the vaccine 
available to school staff, law 
enforcement and adults over 75.

Health :15 Katherine Davis Young

1/11/2021 Mtn Rescues increase c/c  Phoenix-area 
mountain rescues have increased over 
the past 10 days, according to the 
Phoenix Fire Department. Captain 
Scott Douglas says the rate 
of rescue has gone up about 50% 
between the first of the year and today. 

Health :09 Vaughan Jones

1/12/2021 Public health overwhelmed v Vaccine demand seems to have 
overwhelmed Maricopa County Public 
Health.

Health :40 Rocio Hernandez

1/12/2021 Stadium launch c/c State Farm Stadium in Glendale is 
open as a 24-hour-a-day vaccination 
site.

Health :10 Katherine Davis Young

1/12/2021

Covid crisis Mexico

w The second wave of the coronavirus 
pandemic is hitting many places around 
the world, with alarming increases of 
COVID-19 cases. 

Health :43 Rodrigo Cervantes

1/12/2021 Coronavirus Safety Net Part 2 f In the final part of the series looking at 
the public and private healthcare 
system, we’ll examine the weaknesses 
in healthcare delivery and insurance.

Health 3:53 Nick Gerbis

1/13/2021 Jacobs COVID vaccine c/c Medical experts are exercising caution 
about the effectiveness of the vaccines 
to prevent infection and create 
immunity.

Health :15 Tom Maxedon

1/13/2021 Food bank volunteers c/c St. Mary’s Food Bank needs more 
volunteers to help it box food for 
families in need in the Valley as many 
previous volunteers have dropped off 
now that the holidays have passed. 

Health :10 Rocio Hernandez

1/13/2021 Record deaths v Arizona broke another unfortunate 
record today/Tuesday. The state for the 
first time reported more than 300 
COVID-19 deaths in a day. 

Health :41 Katherine Davis Young



1/13/2021 Sonora vaccine rollout w The coronavirus vaccine has arrived in 
Sonora, Arizona’s neighbor to the 
south. 

Health :41 Murphy Woodhouse

1/13/2021 Stadium Vaccine Numbers s In its first day of operation, the COVID-
19 vaccination site at State Farm 
Stadium in Glendale had vaccinated 
nearly 4 thousand people by 6 P-M. 

Health :29 Jill Ryan

1/13/2021 Cara Christ Vaccine Update w More than 87 thousand appointments 
have been successfully scheduled at 
State Farm Stadium in Glendale.

Health :46 Bridget Dowd

1/14/2021 CV Percent Positivty w On the heels of Arizona’s record 
COVID-19 deaths, the state’s positivity 
rate for coronavirus tests has reached 
an alarming high.

Health :37 Nick Gerbis

1/14/2021 Impending Triage w Leaders of five major medical systems 
yesterday [WED 1/13] warned that, 
unless coronavirus spread in the state 
is brought under control, hospitals will 
have to institute Crisis Standards of 
Care within “days or weeks.” 

Health :38 Nick Gerbis

1/14/2021 New Stadium Site Opening v Another state vaccination site will open 
at Phoenix Municipal Stadium near 
Papago Park.

Health :33 Bridget Dowd

1/15/2021 County Vaccine Update w Maricopa County expanded vaccine 
eligibility to include school staff and 
childcare providers this week. KJZZ’s 
Katherine Davis-Young reports on how 
the county is preparing to get more 
educators vaccinated.

Health :52 Katherine Davis Young

1/15/2021 County Vaccine Update c/c Childcare workers and school staff are 
eligible for coronavirus vaccines in 
Maricopa County as of this week. 

Health :16 Katherine Davis Young

1/18/2021 Covid Immunity w COVID-19 vaccines offer hope we’re 
on the road back to normalcy, but it 
won’t happen overnight. Even people 
who’ve recovered from the coronavirus 
or gotten the shot should keep taking 
precautions.

Health :48 Austin Fast

1/18/2021 Humble vaccine critique c/c Incoming President Joe Biden has 
introduced plans to combat the 
pandemic and increase vaccine 
distribution. But, according to Will 
Humble of the Arizona Public Health 
Association, execution of vaccine 
distribution lies at the state level.

Health :14 Vaughan Jones



1/18/2021 UK Variant c/c With nearly 7 thousand NEW confirmed 
cases of COVID-19 reported in the 
state yesterday (Sunday)…..the COVID 
-19 mutation originally found in 
the UK is not yet confirmed in Arizona. 
This mutation seems to make the virus 
more easily transmittable. State 
Department of Health Services director, 
Dr. Cara Christ, says they’re on the 
look-out.

Health :11 Jill Ryan

1/19/2021 Mexico Sharing Vaccine w Mexico says it’s in favor of a United 
Nations proposal to delay shipments of 
the Pfizer coronavirus vaccine to 
wealthier nations so poorer countries 
can start receiving doses more quickly. 

Health :46 Kendal Blust

1/19/2021 Banner Volunteers m Arizona’s largest private employer is 
looking for volunteers. 

Health 1:08 Christina Estes

1/19/2021 Sonora Code Red w Last week, three cities in Sonora, 
Mexico, were officially classified as red -
or maximum risk for coronavirus 
spread. Now two more cities are being 
added to the designation. 

Health :48 Kendal Blust

1/19/2021 Feb vaccine appointments v Starting at 9 a-m tomorrow (Tuesday) 
certain Arizonans will be able to 
register for COVID vaccines in 
February.

Health :37 Christina Estes

1/19/2021 COVID strain Popescu c/c Although vaccinations are now being 
administered, Arizona continues to lead 
the world in new COVID-19 cases per 
capita. And a new strain of coronavirus 
could soon reach the state, heightening 
the transmission risk.

Health :16 Chad Snow

1/20/2021 Sonoran COVID-19 cases w With new daily coronavirus cases and 
death records recently broken, the 
situation in neighboring Sonora is going 
from bad to worse. 

Health :41 Murphy Woodhouse

1/20/2021 Vaccine appointments v rizona’s health department opened 
more appointments for its coronavirus 
vaccination sites today (Tues) and 
demand was extremely high

Health :39 Katherine Davis Young

1/20/2021 Public health advocates w Arizona lawmakers are back in session 
at the state capitol. But some 
advocates worry that not enough is 
being done to give people with 
disabilities and older adults a chance to 
participate in upcoming legislative 
hearings that could impact them.

Health :43 Kathy Ritchie



1/21/2021 Vax appointments booked v Within hours of appointment 
registrations opening Tuesday, 
Arizona’s two stadium vaccine sites 
were fully booked for the month of 
February. 

Health :46 Katherine Davis Young

1/21/2021 Yuma County COVID & ASU c/c uma County has the highest number of 
Covid cases per capita of any county in 
Arizona. A-S-U Professor, Flavio(FLA-
VI-O) Marsiglia(MAR-SIL-E-AH), works 
with the university’s team to make 
covid testing more accessible to 
vulnerable Arizonans.

Health :12 Amanda Day

1/22/2021 Caregiver report m Nearly 11 months have passed since nuHealth 1:13 Kathy Ritchie
1/25/2021 Westside caregiver expansion w Ability 360 is one of the state’s largest hoHealth :49 Kathy Ritchie
1/25/2021 Future of restaurants w New research shows the pandemic's impHealth :46 Christina Estes

Future of restaurants c/c In light of ongoing social justice movemeHealth :17 Christina Estes
1/25/2021 GCU vaccine site w Grand Canyon University is preparing 

to open as a COVID-19 vaccination site 
for Maricopa County

Health :44 Rocio Hernandez

1/25/2021 Vaccine second doses c/c The COVID vaccines currently available Health :13 Katherine Davis Young
1/25/2021 Prescott Valley Vaccine Site v A multipurpose arena in Prescott Valley 

will be the latest venue in Arizona to 
become a COVID-19 vaccination site.

Health :43 Vaughan Jones

1/26/2021 AZ CV spread rate c/c In a sign that coronavirus transmission mHealth :13 Tom Maxedon
1/27/2021 Phoenix Covid update c/c Demand for covid testing is so strong thaHealth :18 Christina Estes
1/27/2021 Governor vaccine order v In the six weeks since the first coronavir Health :42 Katherine Davis Young
1/27/2021 COVID Stabilization c/c Recent numbers from the Arizona Depa Health :14 Jill Ryan
1/28/2021  AZ Covid cases Day c/c The amount of Covid cases in Maricopa Health :14 Amanda Day
1/28/2021 CV second dose w The need for ultra-low temperature freezHealth :30 Nick Gerbis
1/28/2021 Biodesign presser w This week Arizona surpassed 700-thousHealth :46 Katherine Davis Young
1/28/2021 Disability vax issues c/c People with intellectual and developmenHealth :13 Kathy Ritchie
1/28/2021 Disability vax issues w Disability advocates are worried that cerHealth :48 Kathy Ritchie
1/28/2021 Homeless vaccines m Coronavirus vaccines are still in limited sHealth 1:10 Katherine Davis Young
1/28/2021 Bad Death Grief f More than 12,000 Arizonans have died 

from COVID-19. Many of those deaths 
took place in long term care facilities, 
which means the person who was 
passing might have died alone. For 
surviving family members that can lead 
to overwhelming feelings of guilt and 
regret.

Health 4:41 Kathy Ritchie

1/29/2021 AARP letter Ducey w Many people who’ve tried to book an ap Health :48 Kathy Ritchie
1/29/2021 Nez on Navajo Nation virus c/c The Navajo Nation’s seven-day averageHealth :10 Jill Ryan
1/7/2021

Cultural artifact recovery

v Federal authorities say they found a 
priceless Buddhist statue at a home in 
Arizona. This week agents packed the 
statue so it can be sent back to India. 

History :40 Matt Casey

1/8/2021 Giffords 10 Year Anniversary s Today marks the 10-
year anniversary of a Tucson-area 
mass shooting.

History :25 Jill Ryan



1/6/2021 Homeless Count Canceled v Maricopa County cancelled their annual 
count of people living on the streets.

Homelessness :34 Jill Ryan

1/18/2021 Zombie subdivisions c/c The undead are among us in 
Arizona...but these zombies were once 
meant to be neighborhoods.

Housing :36 Jill Ryan

1/7/2021 Undocumented vaccinations w This state is home to a large undocumenImmigration :42 Matt Casey
1/11/2021 Denaturalization policy w A Tucson man was recently sentenced 

to nearly three and a half years in 
prison after pleading guilty to heroin 
possession and showing undercover 
authorities how to make bombs

Immigration :44 Matt Casey

1/14/2021 Immigrant Vaccine Provision w Mexican leaders say the United States 
must ensure that Mexican workers in 
the U.S. have access to the 
coronavirus vaccine regardless of their 
immigration status. 

Immigration :44 Kendal Blust

1/15/2021 DHS Enforcement Policies w The recent resignation of the acting 
Homeland Security secretary is being 
used to try to sidestep court orders and 
approve a slew of Trump immigration 
policies. 

Immigration :47 Matt Casey

1/15/2021 Family Separation Investigation m A new report shows the Trump 
Administration’s Justice Department 
under former Attorney General Jeff 
Sessions enacted the country’s 
toughest border policy against arriving 
immigrants knowing it would lead to 
children being separated from their 
parents.

Immigration 1:16 Michel Marizco

1/20/2021 Minors suit w Immigrant rights advocates hope 
President-elect Joe Biden presents a 
chance to end Trump administration 
policies like the Migrant Protection 
Protocols — a program that forces 
migrants applying for asylum to await 
hearings in Mexico. As Alisa Reznick 
reports, even as President Trump is on 
his way out, lawsuits against his border 
policies are coming in.

Immigration :51 AZPM Alisa Reznick

1/20/2021 Migrant Caravans Response f President-elect Biden is expected to 
start work right away on immigration. 
He takes office as another caravan of 
Central Americans tries to head north. 

Immigration 4:27 Kendal Blust Matt Casey



1/21/2021 AMLO immigration reform w Wishing President Joe Biden well 
Wednesday, Mexico’s president urged 
the new administration to immediately 
fulfill campaign promises to enact 
immigration reform. That includes dual 
citizenship for Mexicans working in the 
United States. 

Immigration :48 Kendal Blust

1/22/2021 DHS IG report v An audit by the Homeland Security 
Inspector General says immigration 
authorities were inconsistent with I-9-
enforcement against employers.

Immigration :41 Matt Casey

1/22/2021 Biden immigration plan w President Biden wasted no time after 
taking office and sent a sweeping 
immigration reform proposal to 
Congress.

Immigration :46 Matt Casey

1/22/2021 Migrants MPP w President Joe Biden has suspended a 
controversial Trump administration 
policy that forced asylum seekers to 
wait in Mexico for U.S. court hearings. 
But migrant advocates say that is only 
the first step to repairing the harm done 
by the so-called “remain in Mexico” 
program.

Immigration :46 Kendal Blust

1/25/2021 ICE deportation changes v Texas has started a legal fight with Pres Immigration :39 Matt Casey
1/28/2021 Brnovich letter w Days after a 100-day deportation moratoImmigration :50 Alisa Reznick
1/29/2021 Immigration court appearances w A new report says the government’s wayImmigration :45 Matt Casey
1/29/2021 Credible fear audit v The investigative arm of Congress wantsImmigration :41 Matt Casey
1/1/2021 China Cargo Ships v Hundreds of sailors -- many of them 

Indian -- are stranded off the coast of 
China in cargo ships after being caught 
up in a diplomatic row with Australia.

International :28 BBC Anbarasan Ethirajan

1/1/2021 UN Peacekeepers Withdraw v  The joint African Union and United 
Nations peacekeeping mission in the 
Sudanese region of Darfur comes to an 
end today after thirteen years.

International :38 BBC Catherine Byaruhanga

1/1/2021 China Approved Vaccine v  China has for the first time approved 
one of its own coronavirus vaccines for 
use by the general public.

International :33 BBC Warren Bull

1/4/2021 Australian Brushfires v The Australian authorities have issued 
an emergency bushfire alert in Perth's 
southern suburbs. The Department of 
Fire and Emergency Services says 
there is a threat to lives and homes.

International :36 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

1/4/2021 UK AstraZeneca Vaccine v Britain has become the first country in 
the world to start giving people the 
Oxford- AstraZeneca vaccine

International :26 BBC Fergus Walsh

1/5/2021 German Government Lockdown v The German government and most of 
the country's sixteen states have 
reportedly agreed to extend lockdown 
measures until the end of the month. 

International :32 BBC Jenny Hill



1/5/2021 Afghanistan Peace Talks v Negotiators for the Afghan government 
have left Kabul for the Qatari capital 
Doha to resume peace talks with the 
Taliban. 

International :30 BBC Lyse Doucet

1/5/2021 NYSE and Chinese Telecoms v Shares in three of China’s biggest 
telecoms firms -- China Mobile, China 
Telecom Corp, and China Unicom 
Hong Kong -- have jumped after the 
New York Stock Exchange withdrew 
plans to delist them. 

International :39 BBC Sharanjit Leyl

1/6/2021 European Medicines Agency v The European Medicines Agency 
meets today (Weds) to discuss 
approving a second coronavirus 
vaccine for use across the European 
Union. 

International :37 BBC Anna Holligan 

1/6/2021 Hong Kong Arrests v More than fifty pro-democracy 
politicians and activists in Hong Kong 
have been arrested under a strict 
security law imposed by Beijing last 
year. 

International :34 BBC Danny Vincent

1/6/2021 North Korea Economy v North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has 
acknowledged his country's economic 
difficulties in a speech opening the 
ruling Workers' Party congress.

International :34 BBC Laura Bicker

1/7/2021 Capitol Protest Reax v The violence in Washington has 
caused shock and condemnation 
across America and around the world. 

International :31 BBC Daniel Wittenberg

1/7/2021 Japan Covid Emergency v The Japanese government is to 
announce a new state of emergency for 
Tokyo and surrounding areas to 
combat record levels of COVID-19 
infections. 

International :35 BBC Will Leonardo

1/7/2021 Trump Social Media v The social media giants Twitter and 
Facebook have locked President 
Trump's accounts, preventing him from 
being able to post

International :31 BBC Gareth Barlow

1/8/2021 Japan To Pay Damages v A South Korean court has ruled that 
Tokyo must pay damages to twelve so-
called comfort women who were used 
as sex slaves in Japanese brothels 
during World War Two. 

International :34 BBC Laura Bicker

1/8/2021 Brisbane Lockdown v The Australian city of Brisbane has 
gone into a three day lockdown 
following the discovery of a single 
coronavirus case. 

International :27 BBC Michael Bristow

1/8/2021 New Climate Data v New data suggests that last year 
equaled 20-16 as the warmest year on 
record.

International :30 BBC Matt McGrath



1/11/2021 Indonesia Plane Crash v A huge search operation in Indonesia is 
attempting to retrieve the black box 
flight recorders from the Boeing airliner 
that crashed into the sea on Saturday. 

International :37 BBC Jonathan Head

1/11/2021 China Condemns US Decision v China has condemned a decision by 
the United States to lift long-standing 
restrictions on official contacts with 
Taiwan.

International :38 BBC Celia Hatton

1/12/2021 Indonesia Sea Search v Indonesia has deployed a remotely 
operated underwater vehicle to help 
divers retrieve the black boxes from the 
Boeing 737 passenger plane that 
crashed into the sea near Jakarta three 
days ago. 

International :30 BBC Callistasia Wijaya 

1/12/2021 Nothern Ireland Cruelty v The Irish cabinet is due to publish a 
public inquiry report into cruelty and 
neglect at Church-run mother-and-baby 
homes that took in unmarried pregnant 
women in the last century. 

International :35 BBC Chris Page

1/13/2021 Indonesian Vaccines v Indonesia is launching a mass Covid-
19 vaccination program, prioritizing 
frontline workers. 

International :40 BBC Rebecca Henschke

1/13/2021 Italian Mafia Trial Begins v The largest trial against the mafia that 
Italy has held for over thirty years is 
starting today. 

International :36 BBC Mark Lowen

1/14/2021 Australian Open v Twelve hundred tennis players from 
around the world are starting to arrive 
in Melbourne in preparation for next 
month's Australian Open, while facing 
strict Covid-19 controls. 

International :28 BBC Phil Mercer

1/14/2021 Cronavirus Study/ Immunity v A British study has found that most 
people who have had Covid-19 are 
protected from getting it again for at 
least five months - but may still carry 
and transmit the virus. 

International :28 BBC Rebecca Morelle

1/14/2021 WHO Arrives In China v A team of experts from the World 
Health Organization has arrived in the 
Chinese city of Wuhan for a long-
delayed investigation into the origin of 
the coronavirus, first detected over a 
year ago. 

International :33 BBC Robin Brant

1/15/2021 UN Human Rights leader/vote v The United Nations Human Rights 
Council is holding a secret ballot, to 
elect a new president.  

International :32 BBC Imogen Foulkes

1/15/2021 Yemen Terror Designation v Top UN officials have called on the U-S 
to reverse its decision to designate the 
Houthi <HOO-thee> movement in 
Yemen a terrorist organisation, warning 
that it could have catastrophic 
consequences. 

International :26 BBC Lyse Doucet



1/15/2021 N Korea Missile v North Korea has unveiled a new 
ballistic missile at a military parade in 
Pyongyang. 

International :38 BBC Laura Bicker

1/18/2021 Trapped Chinese Miners v State media in China say twelve miners 
who've been trapped underground for 
more than a week are still alive. 

International :37 BBC Stephen McDonell

1/18/2021 Navalny Detained v The U-S and European leaders have 
demanded the release of the Russian 
opposition activist, Alexei Navalny, 
who's been detained on his return to 
Moscow

International :32 BBC Steve Rosenberg

1/18/2021 UN Somalia Elections v The United Nations says a deepening 
row in Somalia over postponed 
elections is putting the country's 
progress towards stability under threat. 

International :36 BBC Andrew Harding

1/19/2021 Trapped Chinese Miners Update v Rescuers in eastern China are 
continuing efforts to reach twelve 
miners who've been trapped almost 
2000 feet underground for more than a 
week. 

International :36 BBC Stephen McDonnell

1/19/2021 UK Genocide Decision v The British parliament will vote later 
today (Tues) on whether to give UK 
courts the right to decide if another 
country is committing genocide.

International :32 BBC James Landale

1/19/2021 Philippines Scraps Agreement v There's been condemnation in the 
Philippines of the government's 
decision to scrap a 30-year agreement 
banning soldiers and police from 
patrolling the state university. 

International :40 BBC Howard Johnson

1/20/2021 Giuseppe Conte Senate Vote v Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte 
has said the country does not have a 
minute to lose after he won a 
confidence vote in the Senate. 

International :29 BBC Mark Lowen

1/21/2021 Lodon/ Brussels Dispute v A dispute has broken out between 
London and Brussels over the status of 
the European Union's new ambassador 
to Britain.

International :37 BBC James Landale

1/21/2021 Iraq Bombing v A double suicide bombing has hit a 
busy market in the center of Baghdad, 
killing more than twenty people and 
wounding many others.  

International :44 BBC Sebastian Usher

1/21/2021 China and US Relations v China has called for a reset in relations 
with the US following the inauguration 
of President Joe Biden. 

International :45 BBC Stephen McDonell

1/22/2021 Sonoran woman missing v This week, a group of nearly two dozen International :41 Kendal Blust
1/22/2021 43 students update v Almost seven years ago, 43 students in International :40 Rodrigo Cervantes



1/22/2021 Tokyo Olympic games in peril v The Japanese government and the 
International Olympic Committee have 
strongly denied a newspaper report 
that Japan will cancel the Tokyo 
Olympics.

International :36 BBC Rupert Wingfield Hayes

1/22/2021 UN Nuclear Weapons treaty v A United Nations treaty calling for a 
comprehensive ban on nuclear 
weapons goes into effect today (Fri). 

International :24 BBC Jonathan Beale

1/22/2021 Google & Australia v Google has threatened to disable its 
search engine in Australia if the 
government passes a law forcing digital 
giants to pay media outlets for news 
content. 

International :37 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

1/25/2021 Mexico econ. development m The U.S. and Mexico have rising numbeInternational 1:06 Rodrigo Cervantes
1/25/2021 Sonora murder record v In what has become a grisly annual trad International :44 Murphy Woodhouse
1/25/2021 S. Korea Outbreak v The South Korean government has 

ordered health officials to deal quickly 
with a new outbreak of the coronavirus, 
focussed on a religious training school 
south of the capital, Seoul. 

International :29 BBC Laura Bicker

1/25/2021 China & India Brawl v Indian defence sources say Indian and 
Chinese troops have been injured in 
fierce hand- to- hand fighting along 
their disputed border.

International :29 BBC Jill McGivering

1/25/2021 Boeing 737 Cleared v A whistleblower has raised new 
concerns about the safety of Boeing's 
737 Max aircraft.

International :33

1/26/2021 AMLO Putin v On Sunday, the Mexican president confi International :40 Rodrigo Cervantes
1/26/2021 U.S. Mexico bridges v The arrival of Joe Biden’s administrationInternational :40 Rodrigo Cervantes
1/26/2021 Border crossing v In what has become a monthly ritual oveInternational :38 Murphy Woodhouse
1/26/2021 Invasion Day Protests v Several people have been arrested for 

breaking Covid rules protesting against 
the culturally sensitive Australia Day 
holiday.

International :31 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

1/26/2021 Carlos Slim Test v Latin America's richest man Carlos 
Slim has tested positive for Covid-19.

International :36 BBC Will Grant

1/27/2021 Abortion Vote v Thailand's parliament has voted in 
favour of allowing abortions up to 
twelve weeks of a pregnancy.

International :30 BBC Michael Bristow

1/27/2021 AMLO no vaccination w Mexico’s president is doing well a few daInternational :37 Murphy Woodhouse
1/27/2021 Sonora census v Data from the 2020 Mexican census is 

being released, and there are some 
interesting numbers for Sonora, 
Arizona’s neighbor to the south. 

International :37 Murphy Woodhouse

1/27/2021 India Farmers on Violence v Police in the Indian capital, Delhi, now 
say more than three-hundred officers 
were injured on Tuesday after being 
attacked by protesting farmers.

International :27 BBC Yogita Limaye



1/27/2021 Mali Troops Kill Jihadists v The army in Mali says it has killed 100 
jihadists in a joint offensive with French 
forces.

International :34 BBC Emily Horler

1/28/2021 Holocaust Memorial Day v As countries around the world mark 
International Holocaust Memorial Day, 
Jewish leaders are highlighting 
similarities with the mass detention of 
Uighur Muslims in China.

International :48 BBC Damien McGuinness

1/28/2021 Mexico National Guard v Mexican National Guard presence in neiInternational :40 Kendal Blust
1/28/2021 W.H.O. Probe v A World Health Organization (WHO) 

team have come out of quarantine and 
will start on-the-ground investigations 
into the origins of the coronavirus in the 
Chinese city of Wuhan.

International :28 BBC Stephen McDonell

1/28/2021 Johnson Visits Scotland v Boris Johnson, the British PM, visits 
Scotland today (THURSDAY), some 
say in response to polls indicating a 
rise in support for a referendum on 
Scottish independence

International :26 BBC Nick Eardley

1/29/2021 Pakistan Orders Release v The Supreme Court in Pakistan has 
ordered the release of four men 
accused of involvement in the killing of 
the American journalist, Daniel Pearl in 
2002.

International :44 BBC Secunder Kermani 

1/29/2021 Mexico's COVID-19 death irregulav Mexico’s national statistics agency has pInternational :40 Kendal Blust
1/29/2021 Wuhan Fieldwork v UN health experts investigating the 

origins of the coronavirus outbreak are 
beginning fieldwork in the Chinese city 
of Wuhan.

International :44 BBC Stephen McDonell

1/29/2021 Myanmar Military v The UN Secretary General, Antonio 
Guterres, says he is following events in 
Myanmar with great concern, following 
reports that the military may be 
preparing a coup.

International :30 BBC Celia Hatton

1/29/2021 European Economic Damage v New data show the extent of the 
damage suffered by European 
economies  in Twenty- Twenty as they 
struggled under pandemic restrictions.

International :36 BBC Andrew Walker

1/11/2021 Fake vs. Real holidays m We’ve just made it through the end-of-
year holidays, but there's no shortage 
of them to come even just into this New 
Year.

Misc. 1:05 Tom Maxedon

1/19/2021 Fisherman found v A small fishing boat with three men 
aboard went missing from a small town 
in Baja California in late December. 

Misc. :38 Kendal Blust



1/1/2021 Navajo County Health Director v The Navajo County health director has 
been indicted on charges of theft, 
misuse of public money and fraud for 
incidents stretching back to 20-13 in 
both Coconino and Navajo counties. 

Native Lands :43 Austin Fast

1/4/2021 Navajo electric upgrades v Coronavirus stimulus funds are helping 
hundreds of families onthe Navajo 
Nation electrify their homes and access 
clean drinking water.

Native Lands :39 Austin Fast

1/14/2021 Oak Flat w A group of Apaches has filed suit to 
block a land swap that would pave the 
way for one of the largest copper mines 
in the U.S.

Native Lands :44 Ron Dungan

1/15/2021 Oak Flat restraining order w An Apache grass-roots group has filed 
a temporary restraining order to block a 
land transfer involving the Oak Flat 
section of the Tonto National Forest. As 
KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, the land 
deal would pave the way for a massive 
copper mine.

Native Lands :42 Ron Dungan

1/18/2021 Oak Flat Update w A 60-day clock for a controversial land 
swap between the Tonto National 
Forest and an Australian mining 
company started Friday, with the 
release of an environmental impact 
statement.

Native Lands :51 Austin Fast

1/18/2021 Tempe land acknowledgement c/c History books say Charles Hayden 
founded the city of Tempe, but 
researchers know the O’Odham (oh-
awe-dum) and Piipaash (pea-posh) 
people were there long before. 

Native Lands :11 Austin Fast

1/22/2021 Navajo curfew extended v  The Navajo Nation will extend its stay-aNative Lands :30 Jill Ryan
1/27/2021 Oak Flat lawsuit w A coalition of tribes and conservation groNative Lands :37 Ron Dungan
1/28/2021 Firewood Navajo Nation w Winter storms have finally arrived in 

Arizona, bringing cold temperatures up 
north. And as KJZZ’s Ron Dungan 
reports, a program to keep members of 
the Navajo Nation supplied in firewood 
continues.

Native Lands :38 Ron Dungan

1/29/2021 Navajo vaccines w The Navajo Nation has been extremely 
hard-hit by COVID-19. The rate of 
death from the virus on the reservation 
is three times higher than Arizona’s 
rate. Now, there is overwhelming 
demand for vaccinations.

Native Lands :51 Katherine Davis Young



1/12/2021 Q&AZ camping closure w Prescott National Forest has extended 
a two-year camping ban around the 
highway between Camp Verde and 
Cottonwood. Through our Q&AZ 
reporting project, a listener and outdoor 
enthusiast wanted to know where he 
could camp this summer.

Parks & Rec :49 Austin Fast

1/19/2021 Phoenix parks update v While the pandemic has restricted 
people from using many amenities at 
Phoenix Parks, it’s also increased 
numbers at city-owned golf courses 
and hiking trails

Parks & Rec :33 Christina Estes

1/28/2021 2020 wildfire #s v Arizona is coming off one of its worst wilParks & Rec :22 Ron Dungan
1/14/2021 Phoenix Law Enforcement Prep v Local, state and federal law 

enforcement officials are preparing for 
potential unrest in Arizona and around 
the country in the coming days.

Police :37 Jimmy Jenkins

1/15/2021 Phx PD Social Media w As authorities in Arizona and across 
the country prepare for possible armed 
protests at state capitols this weekend, 
law enforcement agencies are 
preparing for potential unrest. From 
KJZZ’s Downtown Bureau, Christina 
Estes reports on how Phoenix Police 
use social media.

Police :45 Christina Estes

1/15/2021 Phx PD Social Media c/c As authorities in Arizona and across 
the country prepare for possible armed 
protests at state capitols this weekend, 
law enforcement agencies are 
preparing for potential unrest. From 
KJZZ’s Downtown Bureau, Christina 
Estes reports on how Phoenix Police 
use social media.

Police :14 Christina Estes

1/20/2021 Phx police hiring board w Qualified applicants going through 
Phoenix’s hiring process to become a 
police officer will soon face questions 
from the community.

Police :46 Christina Estes

1/7/2021 State Capitol protest w Supporters of Donald Trump gathered a Politics :42 Jimmy Jenkins
1/7/2021 State Capitol protest c/c As crowds of rioters stormed the U.S. CaPolitics :10 Jimmy Jenkins
1/7/2021 Dem Chair Reaction c/c The Arizona Democratic Party Chair Fel Politics :12 Jill Ryan
1/7/2021 Lame duck Ducey f Ducey faces challenges as 

a lame duck governor that are both 
ordinary and, in face of the coronavirus 
pandemic, extraordinarily unique.

Politics 4:10 Ben Giles

1/8/2021 AMLO Defends Trump w Leaders around the world have reacted 
after the riot in the U.S. Capitol building 
in Washington and the ratification of 
votes for President-elect Joe Biden.

Politics :38 Rodrigo Cervantes



1/8/2021 Dems/Reps in Mexico Reax w As a result of the large American 
immigrant population, Mexico has 
active groups of Democrats and 
Republicans. And both had something 
to say after Trump supporters 
breached the U.S. Capitol. 

Politics :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

1/8/2021 O’odham Response v Since supporters of President Donald 
Trump overtook and looted the U-S 
Capitol yesterday (Wednesday), tribal 
leaders who cast some of Arizona's 
electoral votes have spoken out. 

Politics :40 AZPM Emma Gibson

1/8/2021 Elex system Mexico f In Mexico, the electoral system has 
also faced challenges. It has 
continuously been redesigned to 
improve, from creating mathematical 
models to controlling the party’s 
money. How is Mexico strengthening 
its democracy? 

Politics 4:08 Rodrigo Cervantes

1/11/2021 Domino effect Mexico w A riot by thousands of pro-Trump 
protesters in the U.S. Capitol in 
Washington, along with the clashing 
electoral process this year, has left 
many political analysts around the 
world perplexed. But, can we expect an 
impact from it in Latin America and 
particularly in Mexico, our neighboring 
nation and main trading partner? 

Politics :43 Rodrigo Cervantes

1/13/2021 Extremists next move w Researchers who study extremist 
groups say that it’s too soon to tell 
which direction the groups will take in 
the fallout of last week’s storming of the 
U.S. Capitol. But as KJZZ’s Ron 
Dungan reports, they are not going 
away.

Politics :44 Ron Dungan

1/15/2021 Ducey/Biden Inauguration s Governor Doug Ducey has announced 
he will be in Washington D.C. next 
week for the inauguration of President-
elect Joe Biden and Vice President-
elect Kamala Harris.

Politics :30 Bridget Dowd

1/18/2021 Ducey Budget Dem Response w Elements of Ducey's budget plan have 
bipartisan support, but Democrats are 
speaking out against a proposed tax 
cut.

Politics :50 Vaughan Jones

1/18/2021 Protest Bill Introduced c/c In the wake of the pro-Trump assault 
on the U-S Capitol, an Arizona 
Republican lawmaker proposed a new 
crime be added to the state’s penal 
code.

Politics :15 Jill Ryan

1/20/2021 Biden CIA chief c/c President-elect Joe Biden’s nominee to 
lead the C-I-A is longtime diplomat 
William Burns.

Politics :12 Tom Maxedon



1/21/2021 1776 report history prof w A report on U.S. history released by the 
outgoing Trump administration has 
been dismissed by historians as 
inaccurate and misleading.

Politics :43 Ron Dungan

1/21/2021 AMLO-Biden f During the first two years of his tenure, 
the Mexican president had to work with 
the Trump administration. Now his last 
four will be working with President Joe 
Biden. What can we expect?

Politics 4:06 Rodrigo Cervantes

1/22/2021 Mexico reax Biden w Two executive orders from President 
Joe Biden have already generated 
reactions from the Mexican 
government. 

Politics :47 Rodrigo Cervantes

1/1/2021 Yuma County nurses w Health care workers at 
the Yuma Regional Medical Center say 
guards from state prisons 
accompanying COVID positive inmates 
are endangering the lives of staff and 
patients and the guards themselves by 
entering the hospital without the 
necessary personal protective 
equipment. 

Prisons :43 Jimmy Jenkins

1/5/2021 Private prison bed contract w Despite having the lowest population in yPrisons :36 Jimmy Jenkins
1/5/2021 Private prison bed contract v Despite having the lowest population in yPrisons :41 Jimmy Jenkins

New Juvenile Prison f The Arizona Department of Juvenile 
Corrections is planning for a new youth 
prison.

Prisons 4:09 Jimmy Jenkins

1/20/2021 Prison food lawsuit w Jewish inmates in Arizona state prisons 
are suing the Department of 
Corrections over a change in the 
kosher meal program

Prisons :48 Jimmy Jenkins

1/25/2021 Inmates Escape From Florence Prv Authorities are searching for two inmatesPrisons :34 Vaughan Jones
1/26/2021 Inmates on the loose v The Department of Corrections and law Prisons :24 Ron Dungan
1/27/2021 Prison security failures w The Arizona Department of Corrections Prisons :50 Jimmy Jenkins
1/29/2021 Inmates apprehended v U.S Marshal David Gonzales says inmatPrisons :35 Jimmy Jenkins
1/29/2021 Inmates apprehended w The manhunt lasted for 110 hours involvPrisons :52 Jimmy Jenkins
1/13/2021 Calvin Goode service w Racist hackers disrupted a virtual 

service Tuesday celebrating the life of 
Phoenix’s longest serving councilman.

Race & Culture :45 Christina Estes

1/7/2021

CV UK strain in AZ

w Some Arizonans may have the more 
contagious U-K variant of the 
coronavirus, according to tests 
currently awaiting confirmation.

Science :38 Nick Gerbis



1/11/2021 Coronavirus Safety Net f The halting progress of coronavirus 
vaccines has injected a few CCs of 
hope into the pandemic’s ongoing 
awfulness. But the same longstanding 
gaps in public health, healthcare 
delivery and health insurance systems 
that worsened COVID-19’s impact 
remain – and could leave the U.S. 
vulnerable to the next pandemic.

Science 3:52 Nick Gerbis

1/12/2021 CV smell test w Researchers are working on a way to 
use fast, cheap scratch-and-sniff 
technology to provide early detection of 
the disease. 

Science :40 Nick Gerbis

1/14/2021 VC Percent Positivity w On the heels of Arizona’s record 
COVID-19 deaths, the state’s positivity 
rate for coronavirus tests has reached 
an alarming high.

Science :37 Nick Gerbis

1/15/2021 CV Child Hospitalizations v Amid an uncontrolled pandemic, the 
decision to hold or cancel in-person K-
through-12 classes hinges in part on 
early evidence that children face less 
risk from COVID-19. But research 
shows they are far from immune. 

Science :35 Nick Gerbis

1/21/2021 Biodesign presser w As COVID-19 threatens to become the 
state’s leading cause of death, some 
experts worry fatigue and 
overconfidence are driving Arizonans to 
slack off on safety and testing. 

Science :40 Nick Gerbis

1/28/2021 Gateway science grant v For the first time in its 50-year history, GScience :35 Christina Estes
1/29/2021 CV old resistance Tgen w The virus that causes COVID-19 is part 

of a family that includes strains of the 
common cold. Now, researchers at 
NAU and TGen North say the 
antibodies that fight such non-COVID 
coronaviruses might affect the body’s 
response to the pandemic virus as well. 

Science :34 Nick Gerbis

1/4/2021 Pandemic bike surge f Cycling has enjoyed steadily growing 
popularity in Sonora in recent years, 
but during the pandemic, interest has 
soared, though safety issues remain

Sports 4:02 Murphy Woodhouse

1/12/2021 AIA Special Meeting c/c Arizona Interscholastic Association 
announced it would cancel the high 
school winter sports season due to 
COVID-related concerns. But today 
(Tuesday) a special meeting has been 
called with one agenda item….winter 
sports.

Sports :15 Jill Ryan



1/13/2021 Winter sports update m Winter sports for high school athletes 
are back on after the Arizona 
Interscholastic Association board voted 
today (Tuesday) to overturn its decision 
to cancel them. 

Sports 1:07 Rocio Hernandez

1/14/2021 Ducey Gaming c/c Governor Doug Ducey is considering 
expanding sports betting beyond 
horses

Sports :15 Jill Ryan

1/19/2021 Suns Play Again c/c Playing for the first time in a week after 
having 3 games postponed due to 
Covid protocols, the Phoenix Suns 
were back on Monday--but they fell on 
the road to the Memphis Grizzlies 108-
104.

Sports :08 Phil Latzman

1/27/2021 Cactus League delay c/c The Cactus League and the cities that 
host it are asking Major League 
Baseball to delay spring training.

Sports :15 Tom Maxedon

1/28/2021 Scottsdale tourism m When the Waste Management Phoenix Sports 1:12 Christina Estes
1/26/2021 Vet de-rad f Some of the people who participated in 

the siege of the U.S. Capitol were 
veterans. While the VA and veterans 
groups are aware of extremism in their 
ranks, at the moment, there are very 
few resources available to pull them 
back from the brink. In San Diego, 
Steve Walsh has been following the 
story.

Veterans 3:28 KPBS Steve Walsh

1/4/2021 Phoenix weather w We can always expect Phoenix to be 
hot and dry, but record after record fell 
through 20-20.

Weather :48 Austin Fast

1/19/2021 Winter Storm c/c Multiple storms are expected to bring 
rain and snow to parts of Arizona this 
week.

Weather :13 Jill Ryan

1/25/2021 AZ weather c/c Snowfall has started to reach lower areaWeather :11 Vaughan Jones
1/26/2021 Traveling north c/c Severe winter weather conditions in 

Arizona’s high country have made 
traveling there extremely dangerous. 
Major roads have closed due to the 
heavy snowfall and are expected to 
stay closed until conditions calm. 

Weather :20 Autriya Maneshi

1/26/2021 Flagstaff weather  c/c Flagstaff is under a winter storm warningWeather :12 Amanda Day
1/26/2021 Weather Update c/c  Chance of rain and snow are predicted tWeather :13 Jill Ryan
1/6/2021 Forest thinning v This week, the Tonto National Forest is 

beginning to thin trees near a number 
of Arizona communities to help reduce 
wildfire risk. 

Wildfires :25 Ron Dungan



1/27/2021 School accountability bills w Four bills that would allow exemptions 
for Arizona schools and teachers as 
they continue to face challenges during 
the Covid-19 pandemic received 
favorable votes in the Legislature’s 
education committees today (Tuesday).

:45 Rocio Hernandez



KJZZ News 1Q 2021
Date Slug Type Note Topic 1 Duration Producer Producer 2

2/9/2021 Rural Seniors f Many older adults who live in more rural parts of Arizona 
are struggling to schedule an appointment for the 
coronavirus vaccine.

Aging 3:34 Kathy Ritchie

2/12/2021 65+ vaccines v Adults 65 and older will soon have more access to COVID-
19 vaccines in Maricopa County. 

Aging :42 Katherine Davis Young

2/15/2021 Alz   covid   brain  w We all know the symptoms of COVID-19: fever, aches, 
loss of taste and smell are ones we hear a lot about… 
and while most recover from COVID, could there be 
effects that don’t manifest until later in life? 

Aging :49 Kathy Ritchie

2/18/2021 YMCA rides c/c Older adults have run into challenges trying to get a 
coronavirus vaccine. One big hurdle is transportation. 
Jeanna (JEN-uh) Cooper is with the Valley of the Sun 
YMCA. She says the Y partnered with Uber to help 
seniors get to their appointment.

Aging :14 Kathy Ritchie

2/18/2021 At the Bedside f Kathy Ritchie talks to a nurse and a chaplain about what 
it’s like to sit with a stranger nearing the end of their life.

Aging 4:07 Kathy Ritchie

2/22/2021 Assisted living center m Some north Phoenix residents feel betrayed after a 
developer changed plans for an assisted living center and 
got the city council’s unanimous approval. 

Aging 1:11 Christina Estes

2/15/2021 Blueberry   import   ruling w The federal government has determined that imported 
blueberries are not a threat to domestic producers. 

Agriculture :46 Murphy Woodhouse

2/15/2021 Ballet   Arizona c/c Ballet Arizona is returning to the stage for two spring 
performances. Fans can attend “ENERGY” and 
“Balanchine” (BA-luhn-cheen) in-person or watch the 
performances online. 

Arts :18 Autriya Maneshni 

2/1/2021 Haiku Writing Month f Haiku enthusiasts in Arizona and across the world this 
month are thinking about syllables during the annual  
National Haiku Writing Month.  

Arts & Culture 3:33 Tom Maxedon

2/3/2021 Sergio Rascon remembered w Sonora’s arts community is mourning the death of one of itArts & Culture :45 Murphy Woodhouse
2/11/2021 Ajo Farmer's Market f The COVID-19 pandemic has made it extremely difficult fo Border 4:47 Katherine Sypher
2/18/2021 Mexico power outages w Most of Mexico’s 32 states have been hit by rolling 

blackouts in recent days, as the country works to address 
natural gas shortages. 

Border :48 Kendal Blust

2/18/2021 Mexico inequitable vax w Mexican officials complained about inequality in global 
COVID-19 vaccine distribution during a United Nations 
meeting Wednesday. They want more to be done to 
ensure that all countries have access to the vaccine. 

Border :47 Kendal Blust

2/19/2021 Sonora Natural Gas w Neighboring Sonora is one of just a few Mexican states 
that haven’t experienced rolling blackouts in recent days 
because of natural gas shortages caused by disrupted 
supply from Texas. 

Border :49 Kendal Blust

2/22/2021 ICE deportations w Agents for Immigration and Customs Enforcement have 
new temporary instructions for how to do their jobs

Border :46 Matt Casey

2/25/2021 Border military audit v When the U.S. military was deployed to the Mexico border 
during the Trump administration, the Pentagon didn’t 
evaluate what the mission would cost, both in terms of 
money and in planning.

Border :39 Michel Marizco

2/25/2021 Biden border wire w The Biden Administration vowed to halt projects along the 
Mexico border implemented under former President 
Trump. But a new government contract reviewed by KJZZ 
News shows one of the Trump Administration’s most 
divisive projects in Arizona is continuing. 

Border :51 Michel Marizco

2/8/2021 Covid cards BBB warning v The Better Business Bureau is warning people who receiveBuisness :37 Vaughan Jones



2/1/2021 Old Town Scottsdale m The future of Old Town Scottsdale could be shaped this 
year, thanks to a newly sworn in mayor and three new city 
council members.

Business 1:10 Christina Estes

2/2/2021 Hours extended v Much business activity had been shutting down at 8 pm, buBusiness :32 Murphy Woodhouse
2/2/2021 Hamer resigns v The leader of the Arizona Chamber of Commerce and InduBusiness :37 Rocio Hernandez

2/10/2021 Cryptocurrency f An Arizona lawmaker has introduced a bill to establish a 
state committee to study block chain and cryptocurrency, 
and come up with potential legislation

Business 4:34 Christina Estes

2/12/2021 Hispanic chamber w The Arizona Chamber of Commerce is sharing data on its 
covid grant program.

Business :47 Christina Estes

2/16/2021 Q&AZ: Ivy Foundation w Through our Q&AZ Project, one listener asked: Who are 
Ben and Catherine Ivy, and what is the Ivy Foundation?

Business :49 Vaughan Jones

2/19/2021 PV Mall redevelopment v Demolition will soon begin at Paradise Valley Mall in 
Phoenix. The city council approved a redevelopment plan 
yesterday (Wednesday). 

Business :35 Christina Estes

2/22/2021 Sky Harbor traffic v Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport released passenger and 
cargo data for all of last year.

Business :39 Christina Estes

2/23/2021 LaZBoy w The furniture company La-Z-Boy has started operations at 
a plant in neighboring Sonora.

Business :34 Murphy Woodhouse

2/25/2021 Fry's Electronics closes stores v After more than 35 years, Fry’s Electronics permanently 
closed all its stores today (Wednesday) including two in 
the Valley.

Business :41 Christina Estes

2/26/2021 Chandler Address w In spite of the pandemic, Chandler set a construction 
record last year. 

Business :36 Christina Estes

2/1/2021 Insys settlement v The former head of Chandler-based pharmaceutical 
company Insys (IN-sis) Therapeutics will pay the state of 
New Jersey millions to settle a lawsuit alleging the drug 
manufacturer helped fuel the opioid crisis. 

Courts :44 Heather VanBlokland

2/3/2021 Rosemont mine w The 9th Circuit Court of Appeals heard oral arguments Mo Courts :45 Ron Dungan
2/4/2021 Brno deportation lawsuit c/c With less than two weeks left in President Trump’s term, A Courts :8 Matthew Casey
2/4/2021 Oak Flat hearing  w A judge heard oral arguments Wednesday in a case involvCourts :36 Ron Dungan
2/5/2021 McKinsey settlement v If a judge approves, more than $13 million dollars will comeCourts :41 Matt Casey
2/9/2021 Court Subsidies v The Arizona State Supreme Court ruled that city, county orCourts :34 Jill Ryan

2/10/2021 CBP suit w Tucson man who was shot by a Customs and Border ProteCourts :50 AZPM Alisa Reznick
2/18/2021 Charter school indictments v Arizona’s attorney general has announced grand 

jury indictments against a charter school and two of its co-
founders over an alleged fraud scheme. 

Courts :37 Jimmy Jenkins

2/19/2021 Petersen appeal v A former Maricopa County elected official now behind 
bars in connection with running an international adoption 
scam wants his prison sentence thrown out. 

Courts :43 Matt Casey

2/23/2021 Ward appeal fails v The U-S Supreme Court declined to hear an appeal by 
state G-O-P Chair Kelli Ward challenging the results of 
the 2020 election.

Courts :34 Ben Giles

2/23/2021 APS/ Brnovich Settlement v About 225 thousand A-P-S customers will be getting a 
pay-out thanks to an agreement between the utility and 
Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich.

Courts :36 Bridget Dowd

2/26/2021 Ward Challenge v Two Arizona Republicans are reasserting their demand 
for an audit of the state party’s recent leadership election.

Courts :37 Ben Giles

2/12/2021 CBP canines v Federal auditors say canine teams with Customs and 
Border Protection were not getting the right ongoing 
education for sniffing out illegal drugs.

Crime :43 Matt Casey

2/17/2021 La Mora Massacre arrests v Two suspects in a 2019 massacre in northeastern Sonora 
have been arrested. 

Crime :40 Murphy Woodhouse

2/24/2021 Missing son's remains w One of several Sonoran groups dedicated to searching for 
the bodies of missing loved ones may have found one of 
its leader’s missing sons

Crime :36 Murphy Woodhouse



2/1/2021 Disability RTS w The legislative session is in full swing despite the 
pandemic. And there are more than 100 bills that could 
impact the disability community. 

Disability :49 Kathy Ritchie

2/17/2021 Sonoran Special Education f Since in-person classes were halted in Mexico last March, 
distance learning for most students has been through 
lessons broadcast on TV or the radio. That’s been hard 
for many reasons, and particularly challenging for some 
students in special education. 

Disability 4:10 Kendal Blust

2/1/2021 AZ job growth v University of Arizona research indicates the state’s 
economy has seen substantial recovery toward its pre-
pandemic peak last February, but certain areas are still 
struggling.

Economy :37 Vaughan Jones

2/5/2021 Eviction app w More than 200-thousand Arizonans are currently out of wo Economy :49 Katherine Davis Young
2/9/2021 Rounds on econ c/c Local economist Jim Rounds told KJZZ’s “The Show,” we 

need to think bigger just like we did after the Great 
Recession.

Economy :17 Tom Maxedon

2/18/2021 Unemployment raise c/c Arizona has one of the lowest unemployment payments in 
the country. State Representative David Cook is fighting 
to raise Arizona’s unemployment payments. 

Economy :18 Amanda Day

2/19/2021 AZ Jobs Increase s State researchers say Arizona is on track for about an 11 
percent job increase by the second quarter of 20-22. 

Economy :29 Jill Ryan

2/3/2021 State of ed w During her state of education address today (Tuesday), SuEducation :47 Rocio Hernandez
2/3/2021 Black leaders school m As concerns grow about students falling behind during the Education 1:11 Christina Estes
2/5/2021 Tucson educator deaths c/c During a press conference (today), the superintendent of TEducation :11 Rocio Hernandez
2/8/2021 Parent educator academy m The nonprofit Arizona for Latino Education, or ALL in EducEducation 1:00 Rocio Hernandez
2/9/2021 UA in-person classes w During its weekly press conference today (Monday),the 

University of Arizona announced it may begin to welcome 
more students back to its classrooms as data shows 
COVID-19 transmission in the state and country are 
declining.

Education :47 Rocio Hernandez

2/10/2021 Prop 208 victory v Today (Tuesday), a Maricopa County Superior Court 
judge denied a request for a preliminary injunction on 
Proposition 208, clearing the way for the tax initiative to 
begin raising money for Arizona schools. 

Education :36 Rocio Hernandez

2/10/2021 Special ed address w During her State of Special Education address today (on 
Tuesday), Arizona Superintendent Kathy Hoffman talked 
about challenges and successes amid the pandemic, and 
what’s needed to further support students. 

Education :50 Rocio Hernandez

2/12/2021 School vaccines v Maricopa County Public Health is continuing its efforts to 
vaccinate educators against COVID-19.

Education :40 Katherine Davis Young

2/16/2021 UA COVID update c/c University of Arizona officials are asking students to avoid 
large gatherings after the school learned about a 200-
person Super Bowl party. 

Education :15 Rocio Hernandez

2/16/2021 School voucher bill w Today (Monday), in a 16-14 vote along party lines, the 
Arizona Senate passed a bill that would expand the 
state’s school-voucher program -- known as 
Empowerment Scholarship Accounts, or the ESA 
program.

Education :52 Rocio Hernandez

2/17/2021 Sex education bill w A group of sex education advocates held a press 
conference yesterday (Tuesday) against a bill that they 
say would restrict this type of curriculum in schools.

Education :49 Rocio Hernandez

2/17/2021 ASU fall semester v Arizona State University has announced it intends to hold 
in-person instruction during the fall semester. 

Education :37 Rocio Hernandez

2/19/2021 School voucher opposition w Today (Thursday) school leaders, parents and public 
education advocates held a press conference   to oppose 
a bill that would grow Arizona’s school voucher program 
known as Empowerment School Account.

Education :50 Rocio Hernandez



2/22/2021 Comm. College enrollment down v Colleges across the country are seeing large drops in 
enrollment due to the Coronavirus pandemic, but the 
largest loss comes from two-year community colleges. 

Education :40 Vaughan Jones

2/23/2021 UA COVID update w The University of Arizona is beginning in-person 
instruction for classes of up to 50 students today 
(Monday) after starting the semester with mostly remote 
instruction. 

Education :50 Rocio Hernandez

2/24/2021 Latino education w During a Tuesday webinar hosted by the Arizona Capitol 
Times, State Superintendent of Public Instruction Kathy 
Hoffman and other advocates discussed what changes to 
Arizona’s educational system are needed to support 
Latino students.

Education :44 Rocio Hernandez

2/24/2021 Community college 4-year c/c A bill that would allow Arizona’s community colleges to 
offer four-year degrees has passed in the state House, 
and is moving on to the Senate.

Education :14 Rocio Hernandez

2/25/2021 Hoffman school reopenings w According to state Superintendent Kathy Hoffman, 60% of 
Arizona schools have begun some type of in-person 
instruction. During a press conference today 
(Wednesday), she said her department is ready to help 
others get there. 

Education :33 Rocio Hernandez

2/5/2021 Audits c/c As Maricopa County and Republican state senators 
continue fighting over the presidential election, results 
from the first two audits being done for the county should 
be done late next week.

Elections :20 Kerry Fehr Snyder

2/18/2021 New county recorder c/c The state senate wants the Maricopa Board of 
Supervisors to turn over ballots from the most recent 
election. Stephen Richer is the county’s new recorder and 
said his office hired two third-party companies to verify the 
voting equipment. 

Elections :20 Amanda Day

2/19/2021 Subpoena law c/c In their ongoing quest for access to 2020 ballots and 
voting equipment, Arizona Senate Republicans approved 
a bill that acts as something of an insurance policy.

Elections :11 Ben Giles

2/19/2021 Private elex funding w Hosting an election in the middle of a pandemic was a 
monumental challenge for Arizona election officials.

Elections :50 Ben Giles

2/24/2021 Election audits w The results of two additional election audits in Maricopa 
County verified what county officials have said all along: 
Votes were counted securely and accurately.

Elections :47 Ben Giles

2/24/2021 PEVL Revived v Last week, Republican Senator Paul Boyer voted against 
a bill that would remove Arizonans from the permanent 
early voting list.

Elections :31 Ben Giles

2/19/2021 Spitzer energy concern c/c Texas was hit with some of the coldest temperatures in its 
history this week. The record-high demand for power 
caused outages, and the situation has people wondering if
something similar could happen in Arizona.

Energy :18 Bridget Dowd

2/19/2021 Natural gas impact w  The Arizona Corporation Commission addressed 
the impact of severe winter weather in Texas 
on gas supplies in Arizona on Thursday. 

Energy :51 Jimmy Jenkins

2/2/2021 Colorado River Basin f Much of the southwest is currently facing its driest 
conditions in almost 20 years.

Environment 4:21 KUNC Luke Runyon

2/8/2021 AZ climate and wildfires w Last year was a record breaker for heat in Phoenix. There 
were more than 143 days of high temperatures reaching 
at least 100 degrees. That trend is going to continue.

Environment :45 Tom Maxedon

2/11/2021 BLM EA w The Bureau of Land Management is taking public commenEnvironment :42 Ron Dungan
2/15/2021 Grand   Canyon   sand w A recent study looks at how the Grand Canyon has 

changed since the construction of Glen Canyon Dam. 
Environment :45 Ron Dungan



2/15/2021 Sonora   Lithium   Mine v Construction has started on a major lithium mine in 
Sonora, the Mexican state to Arizona’s south.

Environment :33 Murphy Woodhouse

2/16/2021 Drought Flora f Global warming and prolonged drought are beginning to 
have a profound effect on flora in Arizona.

Environment 4:10 Phil Latzman

2/17/2021 Declining flows w Rivers throughout the southwest are projected to get 
hammered by climate change as the region continues to 
warm. 

Environment :48 KUNC Luke Runyon

2/24/2021 Western water law w Water scarcity in the Colorado River Basin is causing 
some states to rethink longstanding tenets of western 
water law.

Environment :44 AZPM Ariana Brocious

2/25/2021 f The city of Greeley, Colorado is booming. And it’s trying to
convince its residents that its future potential is sitting 
underneath a ranch on the Colorado-Wyoming border. 

Environment 4:33 KUNC Luke Runyon

2/18/2021 Phoenix Homeless Funding w Two weeks after approving a zoning request for more 
shelter beds, Phoenix is now devoting millions more for 
homeless services.

Govt. City :46 Christina Estes

2/24/2021 Phx budget forecast w Phoenix is heading into its next fiscal year with a budget 
surplus estimated at more than 1-hundred-50-million 
dollars.

Govt. City :47 Christina Estes

2/25/2021 Tempe annexation w The Tempe City Council is hoping to spur development by 
annexing part of a county island that they say has become
an eyesore.

Govt. City :44 Jimmy Jenkins

2/3/2021 Maricopa supes rejection v The Maricopa County Board of Supervisors have rejected Govt. County :40 Ben Giles
2/10/2021 Pima County evictions v The county’s board of supervisors added the protections a Govt. County :30 Jill Ryan
2/9/2021 Biden vaccine visit w President Joe Biden paid a virtual visit to Arizona today (MGovt. Federal :47 Katherine Davis Young
2/9/2021 Biden vaccine visit c/c President Biden is looking to Arizona as a national model f Govt. Federal :16 Katherine Davis Young
2/9/2021 Axon - FTC ruling v After months of legal challenges on both sides, the FederaGovt. Federal :35 Heather VanBlokland

2/10/2021 U.S. attorney v President Biden will ask U.S. attorneys from the Trump ad Govt. Federal :34 Ron Dungan
2/12/2021 AMLO Biden deportations w President Biden has ended the declaration of emergency 

at the border with Mexico, ordered by his predecessor two 
years ago. 

Govt. Federal :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

2/16/2021 Land and Water conservation w The Biden administration is restoring some federal 
funding for urban parks. As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, 
the move reverses a cut made in the waning days of the 
Trump administration.

Govt. Federal :41 Ron Dungan

2/22/2021 Interior Sec nomination hearing v Another senate confirmation hearing for one of President 
Biden’s cabinet is scheduled later this week. If approved 
this would be a first in the nation’s history.

Govt. Federal :43 Vaughan Jones

2/23/2021 Canyon dam proposal w The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has signed 
off on a preliminary permit for a project to create electricity 
with pumped water near Glen Canyon Dam. 

Govt. Federal :39 Ron Dungan

2/24/2021 Unemployment benefits c/c Arizona Republicans spent years opposing an increase to 
the state’s unemployment benefits.Arizona’s 2 hundred 40 
dollar a week cap is the second lowest in the country, 
behind only Mississippi.

Govt. Federal :19 Ben Giles

2/25/2021 Native American appointee w The Senate today (on Wednesday) completed its second 
day of confirmation hearings for President Biden’s 
nominee for Interior secretary, New Mexico 
Congresswoman Deb Haaland (“Holland”).

Govt. Federal :47 Ron Dungan

2/26/2021 Blinken Visits Mexico w The new U.S. secretary of state will have his first official 
visit with Mexico and Canada tomorrow (Friday), but he 
will do so virtually. Antony (AN-ti-nee) Blinken will meet 
online with senior leaders from both countries -- and 
trade, migration, energy and the pandemic will be part of 
the agenda

Govt. Federal :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

2/1/2021 To Go Cocktails c/c A new bill is being introduced to allow the sale of to go 
cocktails for take out customers

Govt. State :10 Bridget Dowd



2/2/2021 Election procedures manual w The Arizona Legislature approves the state’s election laws Govt. State :49 Ben Giles
2/2/2021 Rogers responds v Barely two weeks into her two-year term as state senator, Govt. State :35 Ben Giles
2/2/2021 Dude Ranches c/c An Arizona House Committee has approved spending 900 Govt. State :8 Jill Ryan
2/3/2021 Glenn Hamer reax c/c Glenn Hamer, the president and CEO of the Arizona 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry, is moving on after 
14 years on the job. What his departure will mean to 
Arizona’s business and political communities is 
uncertain—as is what type of leader the Chamber board 
will seek to replace him.

Govt. State :16 Tom Maxedon

2/3/2021 Bill Voter Registration c/c Republican Senator Michelle Ugenti-Rita (you-jen-tee rita) Govt. State :19 Jill Ryan
2/4/2021 LTC litigation m A-A-R-P Arizona wants state lawmakers to oppose a bill thGovt. State 1:10 Kathy Ritchie
2/4/2021 Healthy forests v  The Arizona Legislature is taking up a bill to reduce wildfir Govt. State :26 Ron Dungan
2/4/2021 Senate contempt w Senate Republicans moved forward today (on WednesdayGovt. State :46 Ben Giles
2/4/2021 Property Taxes v Republican state Senator J.D. Mesnard is proposing droppGovt. State :33 Jill Ryan
2/5/2021 Lawmakers blast Ward w 18 Republican lawmakers, over a third of all Republicans sGovt. State :48 Ben Giles
2/5/2021 Wendy Rogers Ethics v The Arizona Senate Ethics Committee voted unanimously Govt. State :38 Ben Giles
2/5/2021 Abortion legislation genetics c/c A proposal to criminalize abortions of fetuses with genetic Govt. State :22 Jill Ryan
2/8/2021 Election Audit c/c Tensions between Maricopa County Board of Supervisors Govt. State :20 Jill Ryan
2/9/2021 Contempt vote fails w Last week, it appeared all 16 G-O-P state senators in ArizoGovt. State :50 Ben Giles
2/9/2021 Finchem expulsion c/c Most Democrats in the Arizona House of Representative a Govt. State :19 Ben Giles

2/10/2021 Boyer Explains Reasoning c/c A resolution in the state Senate with the threat of arresting Govt. State :14 Tom Maxedon
2/10/2021 Sports Gaming c/c Sports betting on and off reservations in Arizona inches cloGovt. State :11 Jill Ryan
2/11/2021 Senior shelter bill c/c A bill that would appropriate 5 million for a homeless shelteGovt. State :15 Kathy Ritchie
2/11/2021 Vacation rentals bill c/c A new bill would permit cities to enact zoning restrictions thGovt. State :21 Jill Ryan
2/12/2021 Subpoena bill c/c Maricopa County supervisors have rejected demands by 

Senate Republicans for access to voters’ ballots and 
election equipment from the 2020 election.

Govt. State :18 Ben Giles

2/12/2021 COVID liability c/c A bill in the Arizona Legislature could make it harder for 
people to sue businesses and medical professionals for 
COVID-related negligence that results in death or injury.

Govt. State :16 Jill Ryan

2/12/2021 Tucson Schools Return c/c The Tucson Unified School District will allow its students 
to return to in-person classes in late March.

Govt. State :13 Jill Ryan

2/16/2021 Conversion therapy bill m LGBT advocates are hoping Arizona lawmakers will 
consider a ban on conversion therapy on a person under 
the age of 18. The practice, which aims to change a 
person’s sexual orientation, is opposed by the American 
Medical Association and the American Psychological 
Association. But as KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie reports, the bill 
faces some hurdles.

Govt. State 1:07 Kathy Ritchie

2/16/2021 Unlawful Protests Bill v Arizona lawmakers advanced a bill that would boost the 
penalties for people arrested at protests.

Govt. State :32 Jill Ryan

2/16/2021 Eggs Bill c/c State lawmakers are moving to ensure that all eggs sold 
in Arizona come from cage-free hens.

Govt. State :15 Jill Ryan

2/17/2021 Senate payback w On Monday, all 16 Senate Republicans approved a bill to 
expand the state’s school voucher system and sent the 
bill across the capitol to the House.

Govt. State :50 Ben Giles

2/17/2021 DACA Tuition c/c A new bill asks Arizonans to partially repeal a 2006 voter-
approved law barring in-state tuition for DACA recipients.

Govt. State :15 Jill Ryan

2/18/2021 Initiatives Vote c/c Republican lawmakers are moving to make it harder for 
Arizona voters to enact laws. A House bill preserves the 
right of voters to propose their own laws, but instead of 
allowing approval on a simple majority, it would require a 
60 percent majority.

Govt. State :09 Jill Ryan

2/19/2021 Sports Wagering c/c Arizona legislators are starting to pick apart a gambling 
deal Governor Doug Ducey would like to strike with the 
tribes.

Govt. State :10 Jill Ryan



2/23/2021 Digital Platforms c/c Arizona lawmakers are moving forward on legislation 
effectively inserting themselves into the battle between 
phone app developers and tech giants Apple and Google.

Govt. State :07 Jill Ryan

2/24/2021 Flags half staff Covid v Flags in the state were lowered to half staff yesterday to 
honor the lives lost to COVID-19.

Govt. State :31 Bridget Dowd

2/24/2021 Board of Sups Bill v The Arizona Senate gave preliminary approval to expand 
the size of the board of supervisors in the state's two 
largest counties.

Govt. State :35 Jill Ryan

2/25/2021 Disability related bills c/c A bill that would remove Arizonans from the permanent 
early voting list is back. And if the bill becomes law, it 
could make it tougher for people with disabilities and older 
adults to vote. 

Govt. State :18 Kathy Ritchie

2/25/2021 Corp Com Power c/c Arizona lawmakers gave preliminary approval to a House 
bill that strips the state’s Corporation Commission of its 
power to mandate the use of renewable energy by utilities.

Govt. State :20 Jill Ryan

2/1/2021 Ducey /vaccine CNN c/c On CNN’s State of the Union Sunday morning, Governor 
Doug Ducey reiterated his request to the Biden 
administration for 300,000 additional Covid-19 vaccines.

Health :12 Vaughan Jones

2/1/2021 Firefighter cancer screening v The City of Tempe has launched a new 
early cancer detection screening program for firefighters.

Health :35 Vaughan Jones

2/1/2021 Humble on JnJ vaccine w The makers of the Johnson and Johnson Covid-19 
vaccine are expected to apply for emergency use of the 
shot this week.

Health :40 Vaughan Jones

2/2/2021 Phx Muni Stadium vaccines c/c In mid-January when the state last opened appointment re Health :43 Katherine Davis Young
2/2/2021 UA COVID cases w According to data from the CDC, the state continues to leaHealth :48 Rocio Hernandez
2/3/2021 COVID testing van w The city of Phoenix has launched a new COVID-19 mobile Health :45 Rocio Hernandez
2/3/2021 Vaccine volunteers w Arizona now has several mass vaccination sites giving coroHealth :51 Katherine Davis Young
2/4/2021 Banner update w Health officials predicted a surge in COVID-19 following th Health :50 Katherine Davis Young
2/4/2021 Banner update c/c Arizona’s COVID-19 outbreak remains among the most se Health :14 Katherine Davis Young
2/4/2021 Vaccine registration improving w The Arizona Department of Health Services opened 21,000Health :50 Bridget Dowd
2/4/2021 Disability letter v Arizona disability advocates are calling on Health DepartmHealth :40 Kathy Ritchie
2/5/2021 COVID community outreach c/c The Arizona Department of Health Services and minority c Health :15 Jill Ryan
2/5/2021 COVID Young People c/c As the COVID-19 vaccination rollout continues, distributionHealth :13 Jill Ryan
2/8/2021 CV nursing home vax v Residents and employees of long-term care facilities face eHealth :36 Nick Gerbis
2/8/2021 LTC vax hesitant c/c Residents and staff at long term care facilities are now in thHealth :18 Kathy Ritchie
2/8/2021 CV ER mental health v Experts worry anxiety over the pandemic and its economicHealth :39 Nick Gerbis
2/8/2021 Humble on Pharmacies c/c The Biden administration begins shipping Covid vaccines tHealth :11 Vaughan Jones
2/8/2021 Mexico Oxygen f Thousands of Mexicans need oxygen as a result of 

COVID-19, bringing shortages of this vital gas in a barely 
regulated market... that has also been plagued by abuse 
and crime.

Health 3:50 Rodrigo Cervantes

2/11/2021 1 in 500 dead v Only eight other states have lost a larger share of their popHealth :32 Katherine Davis Young
2/11/2021 Dr. Shad vax distribution c/c New health department data shows the largest share of COHealth :13 Katherine Davis Young
2/11/2021 COVID vax survey v About 1 in 3 Americans say they definitely or probably wonHealth :36 Kathy Ritchie
2/11/2021 CV vax and variants w COVID-19 vaccinations at State Farm and Phoenix Munici Health :35 Nick Gerbis
2/12/2021 LGBT CV study w A new study has found that adults who are gay, lesbian or 

bisexual are at greater risk than their heterosexual 
counterparts of contracting a more severe case of COVID-
19.

Health :50 Kathy Ritchie

2/15/2021  Vaccine   stats v About 12 percent of Maricopa County residents have now 
had at least one dose of a vaccine.

Health :44 Katherine Davis Young



2/15/2021 Minority   Vaccines w COVID-19 vaccination rates are lagging for Blacks and 
Hispanics. Although they make up over 35% of Arizona’s 
population, they’ve received only 9% of the state’s 
vaccines.

Health :50 Vaughan Jones

2/15/2021 AZ Vaccine Rates c/c Arizona COVID-19 vaccinations are picking up as 
distribution sites begin to open in pharmacies and 
supermarkets.

Health :12 Jill Ryan

2/16/2021 Students mental health m An East Valley state lawmaker is sponsoring two bills this 
legislative session focused on students’ mental health.

Health 1:04 Rocio Hernandez

2/16/2021 Vaccination waitlist w In an effort to prevent COVID-19 vaccine doses from 
going to waste, some Arizona clinics have implemented a 
vaccination waitlist. 

Health :44 Autriya Maneshni 

2/16/2021 Vaccination waitlist c/c As COVID-19 vaccinations continue, some clinics in 
Arizona have found a way to make sure doses are not 
wasted. Using waitlists, the clinics give people a chance 
to receive a vaccine if they have extra doses left over. 

Health :18 Autriya Maneshni 

2/17/2021 Vaccine eligibility update v COVID-19 vaccines are still in limited supply, but as of 
this week, anyone 65 or older is eligible for a shot in 
Maricopa County. That’s in addition to teachers, child care 
workers, health care professionals and other prioritized 
groups. 

Health :37 Katherine Davis Young

2/17/2021 Vaccine Shipments Delayed s Some shipments of COVID-19 vaccines have been 
dealyed on their way to Arizona due to extreme weather.

Health :30 Bridget Dowd

2/18/2021 Vaccine shortages c/c COVID-19 vaccines were already in short supply, but now 
extreme weather across much of the U.S. is delaying 
shipments of doses. 

Health :10 Katherine Davis Young

2/18/2021 COVID stats w Arizona has reached two more sad milestones in the 
COVID-19 pandemic: our state has now recorded more 
than 800-thousand infections and more than 15-thousand 
deaths. 

Health :52 Katherine Davis Young

2/18/2021 CV variants update w With just over 313,000 Arizonans fully vaccinated against 
COVID-19, the state has a lot of ground to cover before it 
reaches the millions needed for herd immunity. But a 
more transmissible coronavirus variant might just move 
the goalposts.

Health :38 Nick Gerbis

2/19/2021 County vaccine update c/c About one in every seven people in Maricopa County has 
now received at least one dose of a coronavirus vaccine.

Health :10 Katherine Davis Young

2/22/2021 Mexican governors vax w Governors in Mexico are moving forward on a plan to 
purchase vaccines for their states.

Health :42 Murphy Woodhouse

2/22/2021 Mother vax Part 1 f Many people have questions about COVID-19 
vaccinations. For pregnant women, there’s even more 
uncertainty -- and some of the guidance has been 
confusing.

Health 3:59 KPBS Claire Trageser

2/23/2021 Chandler POD vaccine v More appointments for coronavirus vaccinations will soon 
be available in Chandler. 

Health :40 Katherine Davis Young

2/23/2021 COVID update c/c COVID-19 cases in Arizona are declining steadily as 
vaccinations continue. 

Health :20 Autriya Maneshni 

2/23/2021 AHCCCS initiative w The state’s Medicaid program has launched a new 
initiative to provide certain members with transportation to 
COVID-19 vaccine appointments.

Health :47 Rocio Hernandez

2/23/2021 Sonora lower CV risk v The pandemic in neighboring Sonora continues to head in 
the right direction. 

Health :36 Murphy Woodhouse

2/23/2021 Mother vax Part 2 f Expecting and new mothers have questions about COVID-
19 vaccines -- including the potential impact on 
breastfeeding.

Health 4:01 KPBS Claire Trageser



2/24/2021 Vaccine Delay c/c Pima County is starting to recover from last week’s 
vaccine delays.

Health :14 Jill Ryan

2/25/2021 Johnson & Johnson vaccine c/c The U.S. Food and Drug Administration says a one-dose 
coronavirus vaccine made by Johnson & Johnson is safe 
and effective. An FDA panel will consider emergency use 
authorization for the vaccine on Friday. Arizona’s health 
department director Dr. Cara Christ says if that vaccine 
gets the OK, doses could start arriving in our state as 
early as next week.

Health :10 Katherine Davis Young

2/25/2021 Vaccine disparities m Nearly one in every six Arizonans has now had at least 
one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine. But disparities remain 
when it comes to who’s getting shots. 

Health 1:11 Katherine Davis Young

2/26/2021 Low Cases w Arizona’s daily tally of new COVID-19 cases fell below 
1,000 for the first time in nearly three months. 

Health :45 Katherine Davis Young

2/5/2021 Phoenix historic home v A south Phoenix house with ties to German and Filipino 
immigration will soon welcome a new owner.

History :40 Christina Estes

2/12/2021 Arizona History f Sunday is Statehood Day and we’ll take a deeper, 
historical look at our western heritage. 

History 4:20 Ron Dungan

2/22/2021 Tribal oral history w The University of Arizona will receive funding to help 
revive the state’s tribal histories that were recorded 
decades ago.

History :41 Ron Dungan

2/26/2021 The Great Migration f Typically when historians talk about “The Great Migration” 
they are referring to African Americans moving out of the 
deep South into the Northeast and Midwest from 1916-
1970.But, many also migrated to Arizona and the West.

History 4:19 Tom Maxedon

2/4/2021 Phoenix Shelter beds w Two weeks after approving a zoning request for more shel Homeless :46 Christina Estes
2/10/2021 Phoenix rent relief c/c After spending nearly 30 million dollars in federal 

coronavirus relief funds to help residents with rent and 
utilities, Phoenix will soon launch a new program using 50 
million.

Housing :11 Christina Estes

2/15/2021 Suburban   rent   increases c/c According to a recent New York Times report, apartment 
rents in major U.S. cities decreased by as much as 27 
percent over the course of the last year. But that’s not the 
same for many suburbs like Glendale and Gilbert, which 
were among the top 10 cities for rent-price increases.

Housing :15 Tom Maxedon

2/22/2021 Rent Increases c/c Rents have continued to increase across metro Phoenix 
over the past year. The biggest was a 15-percent jump in 
one-bedroom prices in Surprise.

Housing :08 Jill Ryan

2/1/2021 Immigration court oversight w The Biden administration’s interim pick to run the nation’s 
immigration court system took over this weekend.

Immigration :45 Matt Casey

2/4/2021 No More Deaths presser w A pair of Tucson-based groups have a new report that acc Immigration :47 Matthew Casey
2/8/2021 Local refugee settlement w President Biden is preparing to formally tell Congress he 

plans to raise the yearly refugee resettlement ceiling to 
125 thousand in October. 

Immigration :46 Matt Casey

2/11/2021 Legislature refugee w Leaders in Arizona’s refugee communities are having virtu Immigration :46 Matt Casey
2/12/2021 CBP mistreatment allegations w Migrant advocates are pushing the Biden administration 

to address complaints of abuse against immigrants at the 
U.S.-Mexico border. 

Immigration :44 Kendal Blust

2/15/2021  Mayorkas   on   immigration c/c The Biden Administration has announced a complete 
reversal of former President Trump’s Remain In Mexico 
program. 

Immigration :17 Bridget Dowd



2/15/2021  Remain   in   Mexico w The Biden administration has announced plans to begin 
processing asylum seekers sent back to Mexico under a 
Trump era policy known as the “Remain in Mexico” 
program.

Immigration :48 Kendal Blust

2/19/2021 Immigration CSPAN newser w Nearly a month after President Biden took office, 
Congressional Democrats have unveiled a sweeping 
immigration reform bill he asked them to start working on 
his first day.

Immigration :45 Matt Casey

2/22/2021 Migrants minors Biden v Migrations from Central America to the United States 
continue, despite recent caravans dissolving. The 
Mexican government says migrants are encouraged by 
information on social media and their faith in the Biden 
administration... while using children to facilitate their 
transit.

Immigration :35 Rodrigo Cervantes

2/23/2021 Civics test v People hoping to become a U-S citizen won’t have to take 
the elongated civics test crafted during the Trump 
administration. Unless they want to. 

Immigration :40 Matt Casey

2/24/2021 Border Asylum Program f People who work on asylum issues hope there’ll be 
changes in processing at the U-S Mexico border.  

Immigration 4:31 Matt Casey

2/26/2021 Private Refugee Resettlement w President Biden is poised to build on an idea from the 
Reagan era to raise the number of refugees brought to 
the United States. He wants to start a test program for 
allowing private sponsorship of resettlements.

Immigration :48 Matt Casey

2/26/2021 Consular ID Bill w State, county and city officials may soon again be allowed 
to accept identification cards issued by foreign consulates,
as long as the IDs meet certain security standards. It’s up 
to Governor Ducey whether to strike a decade-old law 
banning them. 

Immigration :42 Matt Casey

2/1/2021 Portugal Assisted Suicide v The Portuguese parliament has approved a bill on 
assisted suicide

International :40 BBC Alison Roberts

2/1/2021 Hungary Restaurants v The authorities in Hungary are facing a major challenge 
with nearly two hundred restaurants and bars threatening 
to re-open  in protest at what they say are unfair 
coronavirus restrictions.

International :34 BBC Nick Thorpe

2/1/2021 Myanmar Coup Update v The military in Myanmar has seized power in a coup and 
detained senior civilian leaders, including Aung San Suu 
Kyi.

International :25 BBC Jonathan Head

2/2/2021 AMLO comeback video w  Last week, Mexico’s president, who has flouted some of thInternational :47 Rogrigo Cervantes
2/2/2021 Sonora senator Sputnik v Mexico’s president announced last week that his country wInternational :40 Rodrigo Cervantes
2/2/2021 Australian Bushfire v A bushfire to the east of Perth in Western Australia has 

damaged or destroyed thirty homes.
International :26 BBC Shaimma Khalil

2/2/2021 Navalny Riot v Large numbers of riot police have been deployed outside 
a court in Moscow which is due to decide whether to jail 
President Vladimir Putin's leading critic, Alexei Navalny. 

International :28 BBC Steve Rosenberg

2/2/2021 China Vaccine Scam v Police in China have arrested more than eighty people 
involved in what state media called a fake Covid vaccine 
scam. 

International :38 BBC Robin Brant

2/3/2021 Navalny Protests v The Russian security forces have now detained more than
14-hundred people who protested on Tuesday against the 
imprisonment of the Russian opposition activist, Alexei 
Navalny. 

International :38 BBC Sarah Rainford

2/3/2021 WHO Virology v Scientists from the World Health Organization have 
visited a virology institute in the Chinese city of Wuhan, 
which some US officials have said may have been the 
source of the coronavirus pandemic. 

International :32 BBC Stephen McDonell



2/3/2021 Myanmar Campaign v There are growing calls in Myanmar for a campaign of 
civil disobedience against the military government which 
seized power on Monday. 

International :28 BBC Jonathan Head

2/4/2021 Mexico police arrests w Mexican officials have arrested 12 police officers for allegeInternational :50 Kendal Blust
2/4/2021 Australian Open v The organizers of the Australian Open tennis tournament 

insist it will start as planned next week, despite the fact 
that hundreds of people, including players and support 
staff, have been told to isolate. 

International :33 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

2/4/2021 Myanmar Military Coup v The UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres has pledged 
to mobilize international pressure to ensure the military 
coup in Myanmar fails. 

International :30 BBC Jonathan Head

2/5/2021 Sonora gender ID w This week, a new gender identity law in neighboring SonorInternational :51 Kendal Blust
2/5/2021 Remittances Sonora v In 2020, Mexican migrants living in the U.S. and elsewhereInternational :39 Kendal Blust
2/5/2021 US Ends Saudi Support v President Biden has said the U-S will end its support for 

Saudi Arabia's offensive military campaign in Yemen -- 
including arms sales.

International :32 BBC Lyse Doucet

2/5/2021 UN on Myanmar v The United Nations Security Council has called on the 
military authorities in Myanmar to release Aung San Suu 
Kyi and other detained political leaders.

International :33 BBC Jonathan Head

2/5/2021 S. Korea Mental Health v A study in South Korea has shown a serious increase in 
mental health problems during the pandemic. 

International :28 BBC Laura Bicker

2/8/2021 Methane Mexico w President Biden has signed several executive orders priori International :50 Rodrigo Cervantes
2/8/2021 Widows compensation w A group of about 30 families of Sonoran police officers whoInternational :48 Kendal Blust
2/8/2021 Australian Journalist v Australia's foreign minister says the Australian journalist 

Cheng Lei has been formally arrested in China on 
suspicion of illegally supplying state secrets overseas. 

International :30 BBC Phil Mercer

2/8/2021 Myanmar Protests Continue v Tens of thousands of people have taken to the streets in 
Myanmar for the third day in a row to protest against last 
week's military coup.

International :42 BBC Jonathan Head

2/8/2021 Netanyahu Pleads Not Guilty v Prime Minister of Israel, Benjamin Netanyahu, has 
pleaded not guilty to charges of bribery, fraud and breach 
of trust.

International :42 BBC Yolande Knell

2/9/2021 AMLO COVID-free w Two weeks ago, Mexico’s president announced that he ha International :43 Rodrigo Cervantes
2/9/2021 Gun smuggling w According to the Mexican government, the U.S. is not fully 

cooperating to stop gun trafficking. Mexico is also 
accusing the former U.S. ambassador of providing false 
information. An estimated 70 percent of guns used for 
crime in Mexico come from the U.S… and many of them 
from Arizona.

International :48 Rodrigo Cervantes

2/9/2021 Sonora cases declining w January was the worst month so far in neighboring SonoraInternational :38 Murphy Woodhouse
2/9/2021 Holy Week travel w Sonora, Arizona’s neighbor to the south, appears to be on International :41 Murphy Woodhouse
2/9/2021 Myanmar Police v The police in Myanmar's capital have fired rubber bullets 

at protesters demonstrating against the military coup.
International :32 BBC Jonathan Head

2/9/2021 Undocumented Venezuelans v The head of the UN Refugee agency has praised 
Colombia’s decision to grant legal status to almost a 
million undocumented Venezuelan migrants. The move is 
seen by some as the most important humanitarian 
gesture in the region for almost forty years.

International :35 BBC Will Leonardo

2/9/2021 Honduran Drug Traffickers v The office of Honduran president, Juan Orlando 
Hernandez, has dismissed allegations that he offered 
protection to drug traffickers as 'one hundred percent 
false'. 

International :26 BBC Will Grant

2/10/2021 Pfizer Sonora delay w An unexpected delay in shipments of Pfizer’s vaccine has International :45 Murphy Woodhouse
2/10/2021 Myanmar Protests Increase v An increasing number of protesters in Myanmar appear to 

be defying the authorities to oppose last week's military 
takeover. 

International :32 BBC Jonathan Head



2/10/2021 Peru Sterilization v Thousands of Peruvian women who say they were forcibly
sterilized will now be able to receive state compensation 
after being included in a government reparation plan.

International :23 BBC Will Leonardo

2/10/2021 Australia Ruling v A court in Australia has ruled that a Muslim cleric who 
was jailed for leading a terrorist group can still be 
detained, despite completing a fifteen-year sentence.

International :32 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

2/11/2021 Mexican sea turtle study w In response to a petition from environmental groups, a comInternational :48 Kendal Blust
2/11/2021 AMLO pandemic letter c/c In Mexico, more than 400 scientists, academics and othersInternational :40 Kendal Blust
2/11/2021 Myanmar Military v The military authorities behind last week's coup in 

Myanmar have carried out another wave of arrests of 
officials linked to the ousted government.  

International :30 BBC Jonathan Head

2/11/2021 US/ China Call v The United States and China have given contrasting 
accounts of President Biden's first phone call with 
President Xi Jinping (SHEE jin PING) since taking office 
last month.

International :37 BBC Stephen McDonell

2/11/2021 Tokyo Olympics v The head of the Tokyo Olympics organizing committee in JInternational :37 BBC Rupert Wingfield Hayes
2/12/2021 Tokyo Olympics Leader v The man tapped to take charge of delivering this year's 

Tokyo Olympics has reportedly declined the job after a 
backlash.

International :37 BBC Will Leonardo

2/12/2021 Myanmar Emergency v The United Nations human rights council is holding an 
emergency session on the situation in Myanmar

International :34 BBC Imogen Foulkes

2/12/2021 Australia Lockdown v The authorities in the Australian state of Victoria are 
imposing a snap coronavirus lockdown until Wednesday.

International :35 BBC Phil Mercer

2/15/2021 Japan Share Index v Japan's Nikkei share index has closed above the thirty 
thousand benchmark for the first time in thirty years.

International :29 BBC Andrew Wood

2/15/2021 Google/Australia Agreement v Google has struck an agreement with an Australian media 
company that will see the tech giant pay to host news 
material.

International :36 BBC Phil Mercer

2/15/2021 South African Travel v South Africa has re-opened twenty of its land borders to 
allow normal travel.

International :30 BBC Nomsa Maseko

2/16/2021 Free Speech England v British education secretary Gavin Williamson has 
announced a series of new legal measures to protect free 
speech at universities in England.

International :32 BBC Charlotte Wright

2/16/2021 Myanmar Elections v As protests continue in Myanmar's (MEE-ann-marr) main 
cities, the military has promised that it will eventually hold 
new elections and relinquish power.

International :32 BBC Jonathan Head

2/16/2021 North Korean Man Caught v South Korea has caught a North Korean man after he 
crossed the heavily fortified border between the two 
countries.

International :31 BBC Laura Bicker

2/17/2021 Myanmar Biggest Protest v Many thousands of people have gathered again in 
Myanmar's commercial capital, Yangon, in some of the 
biggest protests yet against the military coup at the start 
of the month. 

International :34 BBC Jonathan Head

2/17/2021 Japan Vaccine Rollout v Japan has begun the rollout of its coronavirus vaccination 
program, with forty- thousand healthcare workers first in 
line to receive the shot.

International :36 BBC Rupert Wingfield Hayes

2/17/2021 China & EU Trade v China was the European Union’s biggest trading partner 
last year, according to data from the EU’s statistics 
agency. 

International :30 BBC Andrew Walker

2/18/2021 Australia and Facebook v Australian prime minister Scott Morrison has told 
Facebook that his government will not be intimidated, 
after the company blocked news feeds to Australian 
users.

International :35 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

2/18/2021 Airbus Loss v The European aircraft maker, Airbus, has announced that 
it had a loss of one- point- three Billion dollars last year, 
after the pandemic led to a collapse in air travel.

International :32 BBC Andrew Walker



2/18/2021 Iran Nuclear Deal v Diplomats from the US, Britain, France and Germany are 
due to hold talks today (Thurs) to discuss ways of reviving 
the 20-15 nuclear deal with Iran. 

International :40 BBC Frank Gardner

2/19/2021 Wealthy Coutries & Vaccines v Research by an anti-poverty pressure group has revealed 
wealthy countries, which funded much of the research into 
Covid-19 vaccines, have ended up buying significantly 
more supplies than they need.

International :39 BBC Naomi Grimley

2/19/2021 Paris Climate Agreement v The U-S is formally rejoining the Paris Climate Agreement 
today, as President Biden tries to reassert American 
influence in tackling global warming. When Donald Trump 
pulled out of the deal, nations such as Brazil, Saudi 
Arabia and Russia disrupted talks.

International :38 BBC Roger Harrabin

2/19/2021 NASA Mars Landing v A NASA spacecraft that left Earth seven months ago has 
successfully landed on Mars.  Shortly after touchdown the 
Perseverance Rover sent a picture of the surface of the 
red planet. 

International :34 BBC

2/22/2021 Myanmar Water Cannon v In the largest protests since Myanmar's (MEE-ann-marr) 
military seized power three weeks ago, hundreds of 
thousands of people have filled the streets in cities and 
towns across the country. 

International :34 BBC Jonathan Head

2/22/2021 Afghan Troops v Afghan president Ashraf Ghani (ash-RAAF gan-EE), has 
welcomed the announcement by NATO that it's made no 
final decision on the withdrawal of its troops. 

International :26 BBC Lyse Doucet

2/22/2021 Boeing 777 Aircraft v Boeing has recommended suspending flights of its triple-
seven aircraft powered by "Pratt and Whitney Four-
Thousand" engines until an inspection protocol is in place.

International :30 BBC Mariko Oi

2/23/2021 Facebook & Australia v The Australian government has resolved a dispute with 
Facebook over proposed legislation which would force 
tech companies to pay to use news content in Australia.

International :28 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

2/23/2021 Afghanistan Casualties Report v A UN report on civilian casualties in Afghanistan says 
there’s been a surge in the numbers of killed or injured 
since the start of peace talks with the Taliban last 
September. 

International :32 BBC Lyse Doucet

2/23/2021 Fish Extinction Risk v Three major nature conservation organizations have 
warned that nearly a third of freshwater fish are at risk of 
extinction. 

International :37 BBC Helen Briggs

2/24/2021 China Man Court Order v A Chinese man has been ordered to compensate his wife 
for the housework she did during their marriage.

International :33 BBC Stephen Mcdonell

2/24/2021 Myanmar & UN v The United Nations' Security Council has been urged to 
impose a global arms embargo on Myanmar, in protest at 
the army takeover. 

International :34 BBC Jonathan Head

2/24/2021 Ghana Vaccines v Ghana has become the first country to receive a shipment 
from the international Covid-19 vaccination initiative, 
Covax.

International :32 BBC Stephanie Hegarty

2/2/2021 Noncommercial river trips v The National Park Service has begun to accept applicationParks & Rec :30 Ron Dungan
2/3/2021 Sonoran Hiking f Hiking in Sonora has enjoyed steadily growing popularity 

in recent years, a trend the pandemic has only sped up.
Parks & Rec 4:09 Murphy Woodhouse

2/8/2021 Phx PD Nazi coins v After shooting a protester in the groin with a pepper ball at Police :40 Vaughan Jones
2/9/2021 Havasu fires v Havasu police said they arrested Jeremy Chelgren on MonPolice :29 Jimmy Jenkins
2/9/2021 Cop coin investigation w Phoenix City Manager Ed Zuercher (Zerk-er) has told the cPolice :45 Ron Dungan

2/10/2021 Arson arrest v Havasu police said they arrested Jeremy Chelgren on MonPolice :29 Jimmy Jenkins
2/2/2021 Teller Resigns c/c A northern Arizona lawmaker has resigned to take a job 

with the Biden administration.
Politics :20 Ben Giles



2/5/2021 Archuleta Biden v Another Arizona elected official has resigned to take a 
post in the Biden administration Former Coconino County 
Supervisor Liz Archuleta has been named to a senior staff 
position in the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Politics :36 Kathy Ritchie

2/12/2021 Navajo state rep v The newest Arizona state representative was sworn into 
office on Thursday morning.

Politics :29 Ben Giles

2/15/2021  Finchem   Ethics   Dismissal v The head of the Arizona House Ethics Committee has 
dismissed 82 ethics complaints against Representative 
Mark Finchem related to the January 6th siege of the U.S. 
Capitol.

Politics :40 Vaughan Jones

2/16/2021 GOP registration w Nearly 4 thousand Maricopa County voters left the 
Republican Party within a week of the insurrection at the 
U-S Capitol in January, but the exodus continued long 
after.

Politics :50 Ben Giles

2/17/2021 US Attorney announcement w Michael Bailey will step down from his post as Arizona’s 
U.S. attorney. 

Politics :36 Ron Dungan

2/25/2021 Arizona Extremists f As the dust settles from the takeover of the U.S. Capitol, 
far-right extremist groups have begun to splinter. But, they 
are not going away.

Politics 4:18 Ron Dungan

2/26/2021 MX Governor Investigated w In spite of the pandemic, Chandler set a construction 
record last year. The value of issued building permits 
increased more than 70 percent.

Politics :36 Rodrigo Cervantes

2/2/2021 AZ prisons Covid update v A new round of testing is uncovering thousands more casePrisons :33 Jiimmy Jenkins
2/4/2021 Prison oversight bill w Chaired by Representative Walt Blackman, the committee Prisons :40 Jimmy Jenkins

2/10/2021 Prison release bill w Correctional experts say mass releases would be the mostPrisons :41 Jimmy Jenkins
2/12/2021 ADC banned music w An Arizona inmate is alleging a prison ban on a Kendrick 

Lamar CD is unconstitutional. And he is appealing his 
case to the U.S. 9th Circuit Court. 

Prisons :50 Jimmy Jenkins

2/17/2021 Push For Prison Oversight f A push for greater oversight of the Arizona Department of 
Corrections is being led by formerly incarcerated people 
and family members with loved ones in state prisons. 

Prisons 4:13 Jimmy Jenkins

2/22/2021 Prison software problems v Arizona Department of Corrections whistleblowers say 
a software bug is trapping hundreds of inmates in 
Arizona prisons beyond their release dates.

Prisons :39 Jimmy Jenkins

2/23/2021 Lawmaker reax prison software w State lawmakers responded to whistleblower reports 
published by KJZZ on Monday alleging inmates in state 
prisons are being held beyond their release dates.

Prisons :40 Jimmy Jenkins

2/23/2021 Lawmaker reax prison software dp State lawmakers have responded to exclusive KJZZ 
reporting about an inmate management system used by 
the Arizona Department of Corrections. Whistleblowers 
told KJZZ that software used to calculate release dates is 
not able to account for current sentencing laws

Prisons :21 Jimmy Jenkins

2/25/2021 GAO report w  The Government Accountability Office issued a new 
report on conditions for incarcerated pregnant women in 
Federal custody. 

Prisons :43 Jimmy Jenkins

2/25/2021 ADC health care fine w U.S. District Court Judge Roslyn Silver has fined the 
Arizona Department of Corrections $1.1 million for failing 
to meet health care benchmarks in state prisons

Prisons :45 Jimmy Jenkins

2/15/2021 VR   anti-racism   project  w A team at the University of Arizona is working on a virtual 
reality project that will allow users to experience the 
racism and discrimination that people of color face in their 
daily lives. 

Race & Culture :48 Rocio Hernandez



2/1/2021 CV mortality contact tracing v Anecdotal evidence and a strong track record argue for 
the value of contact tracing in fighting COVID-19’s spread. 
Now, a global statistical study backs up that assertion with 
hard numbers.

Science :34 Nick Gerbis

2/9/2021 Dr. Gerald Covid c/c As Arizona appears to be seeing a decline in COVID-19 
cases and hospitalizations, some health experts say the 
peak in those numbers is in the past.

Science :12 Bridget Dowd

2/10/2021 UAE Mars Mission w The United Arab Emirates today [TUES 2/9/21] became th Science :36 Nick Gerbis
2/12/2021 CV CDC vax attitudes v Survey data from the CDC shows a growing willingness to 

get vaccinated against COVID-19.
Science :36 Nick Gerbis

2/16/2021 SciTech Festival c/c After a year of cancellations and postponements brought 
on by the pandemic, many festivals and annual events 
have adapted and found a way to carry on in the virtual 
world. That includes the Arizona SciTech Festival, which 
typically attracts thousands of people to downtown 
Phoenix every winter.

Science :17 Amanda Day

2/22/2021 Brain donations m Banner Sun Health in Sun City is home to a brain and 
body donation program. Over the summer, the program 
received a grant from the National Institutes of Health to 
map the invasion of COVID-19 in the brain.

Science 1:07 Kathy Ritchie

2/22/2021 Mars Rover w Scientists continue to receive images and data from the 
most recent NASA trip to Mars.

Science :46 Tom Maxedon

2/24/2021 AFB water v The U.S. Air Force is providing bottled water to some 
homeowners and businesses located east of Luke Air 
Force Base. Sampling by the Air Force Civil Engineer 
Center and Valley Utilities Water Company show 
potentially harmful levels of industrial chemicals called P-
F-A-S-es in local drinking water. 

Science :41 Nick Gerbis

2/2/2021 Taurasi returns rdr At the age of 38, Diana Taurasi has signed a multi-year co Sports :36 Phil Latzman
2/18/2021 ESPN ABOR lawsuit w E-S-P-N and the state Board of Regents are in a legal 

battle over whether the University of Arizona must release 
N-C-double-A allegations against its men's basketball 
program. The school’s athletic director testified at a 
hearing Wednesday.

Sports :35 Matt Casey

2/19/2021 Spring Training and COVID f Spring training is a beloved ritual here in Arizona, and a 
huge economic driver. But the pandemic has local mayors 
worried about health and safety.

Sports 3:35 Phil Latzman

2/1/2021 Havasupai tourism w Today  was the day when the Havasupai tribe normally 
lets people sign up to visit its lodge, campgrounds and for 
hiking permits. This year there was not an online dash to 
get a spot. 

Tourism :41 Matt Casey

2/15/2021  Regional   airlines  m Regional airlines have flights major airlines would not be 
able to operate. 

Travel :54 Amanda Day

2/26/2021 Air Travel w With more people getting coronavirus vaccines, airlines 
expect to see more people booking flights. And as 
Christina Estes reports from the Business Desk, the 
industry is discussing whether proof of vaccinations could 
be required.

Travel :45 Christina Estes

2/3/2021 EPCOR infrastructure plans w After finalizing the purchase of water provider Johnson UtilUtilities :44 Jimmy Jenkins
2/15/2021 Weather   outlook c/c Cooler temperatures are expected in the Phoenix area 

this week, with lows in the 40s and 50s.
Weather :12 Vaughan Jones

2/19/2021 Vaccine delays w Severe winter weather in many areas of the country 
continues to cause shipping delays for COVID-19 
vaccines.

Weather :51 Katherine Davis Young

2/15/2021 Charlton   impeachment c/c Vaughan Jones



KJZZ News 1Q 2021
Date Slug Type Note Topic 1 Duration Producer Producer 2

3/3/2021 Alzheimer facts w
On Tuesday, the Alzheimer’s Association released its annual 
Facts and Figures report. Aging :50 Kathy Ritchie

3/5/2021 Kelly on aging w

Democratic Senator Mark Kelly is getting a crash course on 
what it means to grow old in a pandemic. Which is why he, 
along with two other Senators, introduced a bill that would 
allocate roughly $1.5 billion to help fund aging services 
across the country. Aging :49 Kathy Ritchie

3/12/2021 Assisted living update m

Just a few days before the one-year mark of nursing homes 
closing their doors to visitors, the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid revised its guidelines to allow for less-restrictive 
visits. Aging 1:08 Kathy Ritchie

3/15/2021 AARP brain health w

More evidence is emerging that COVID-19 can have a 
negative impact on brain health. A new report from the 
AARP Global Council on Brain Health looks at the ways the 
virus can attack gray matter. Aging :50 Kathy Ritchie

3/22/2021 NAU nursing home study w

More than a third of all deaths from COVID-19 in the U.S. 
have been in nursing homes. And new research from 
Northern Arizona University shows nursing homes that serve 
minority residents have been hit especially hard. Aging :51 Katherine Davis Young

3/3/2021 Desert Nights Conference f
Tom Maxedon reports on the “Desert Nights Rising Stars 
Writers Conference,” held in late February. Arts & Culture 4:06 Tom Maxedon

3/10/2021 Peoria master arts plan c/c
The city of Peoria is seeking public comment on updating its 
arts master plan from the last one in 2009. Arts & Culture :15 Tom Maxedon

3/19/2021 Musically Fed f
A local nonprofit recently held a food drive for the displaced 
workers of the live-entertainment industry. Arts & Culture 4:00 Anthony Wallace

3/22/2021 Ken Koshio Profile f
For the past year, a Japanese folk artist has been climbing 
to the top of Piestewa Peak for a purpose.  Arts & Culture 4:21 Cronkite Sarandon Raboin

3/2/2021 Biden-AMLO meeting w

Yesterday (Monday) President Biden and Mexican President 
Andrés Manuel López Obrador [UN-dress/ man-WELL/ 
LOW-pez/ oh-brah-DOOR] held a virtual bilateral meeting. Border :43 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/4/2021 Border Tourism f
The pandemic is generating some tourism in both directions 
across the border. Border 4:05 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/11/2021 Border razor wire demand v

Members of Congress have asked the Biden Administration 
to recall nearly 4,000 troops deployed to the U.S.-Mexico 
border under former President Trump. Border :46 Michel Marizco

3/12/2021 Mexico marijuana law w
Many U.S. states have legalized the consumption, growth 
and trade of marijuana. Border :41 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/17/2021 Border crossing cards c/c

Mexican citizens who hold border crossing cards may be 
able to travel further into Arizona now that Congress is 
considering expanding the zone to the whole state and New 
Mexico. Border :18 Kerry Fehr Snyder

3/18/2021 Ducey Border Visit v

Governor Doug Ducey will tour the Arizona-
Mexico border Friday in response to a spike 
in border crossings across much of the 2,000 mile long 
international boundary. Border :39 Michel Marizco

3/19/2021 CBP Tents v

The federal government is looking into setting up tent-like 
facilities in Yuma and Tucson to host a growing number of 
migrants being processed along the U.S.-Mexico border. Border :38 AZPM Alisa Reznick

3/9/2021 Convention Center business w

Since the pandemic began one year ago, Phoenix has lost 
79 conventions. The cancellations represent more than 2-
hundred-35 million dollars in direct visitor spending. Business :49 Christina Estes

3/9/2021 Chandler libraries w

Governor Ducey has lifted a maximum capacity rule on 
businesses. The rule was implemented as a  precaution to 
limit the spread of COVID 19. KJZZ’s Amanda Day  explains 
how this will impact some of the Valley’s public libraries, Business :46 Amanda Day



3/17/2021 Restaurant Check In # 4 f
Health and safety protocols aren’t the only issues at the 
forefront for some Phoenix restaurants. Business 4:21 Christina Estes

3/18/2021 Nonprofit Survey w
A year into the pandemic, Arizona nonprofits have lost at 
least 91-million-dollars in revenue. Business :49 Katherine Davis Young

3/18/2021 Women Airbnb Hosting f
Phoenix women turn to Airbnb hosting to make up for 
income lost during the pandemic. Business 4:23 Bridget Dowd

3/23/2021 Sonora business closures v
New data shows that businesses have taken a major hit 
during the pandemic in neighboring Sonora. Business :38 Murphy Woodhouse

3/24/2021 Bank building sale v
Phoenix is accepting offers to buy and redevelop a former 
bank building. Business :32 Christina Estes

3/24/2021 Census biz survey v

Since late last year, nearly one in five small businesses has 
received financial help from the federal government’s 
Paycheck Protection Program. Business :28 Christina Estes

3/25/2021 University of Phoenix v
 Some University of Phoenix students will receive money as 
part of a settlement over deceptive advertising Business :37 Christina Estes

3/25/2021 Hartke Intel expansion c/c

Computer chip maker Intel Corp. is investing $20 billion to 
expand its factories in southeast Chandler. It plans to hire 
3,000 employees and another 3,000 construction workers for 
the project. Business :20 Kerry Fehr Snyder

3/25/2021 Consumer confidence w

Cabin fever, stimulus checks and more vaccines are 
impacting consumer behaviors. From KJZZ’s Business 
Desk, Christina Estes reports on new research that has 
many retailers smiling Business :50 Christina Estes

3/26/2021 Black business report c/c

A new report about the state of Black business in Arizona 
highlights the challenges, opportunities, and urgency. It finds 
investments in Black-owned businesses have failed to keep 
pace with demographic growth trends. While improving 
access to capital would help address the wealth gap, Robin 
Reed with the Black Chamber of Arizona offered another 
way. Business :17 Christina Estes

3/29/2021 Home delivery drones c/c

The home delivery market in the U.S. is estimated to be in 
the neighborhood of $30 billion, and drones have started to 
be a component of that. Business :13 Vaughan Jones

3/29/2021 Pandemic microchips f

The pandemic has created a lot of supply chain disruptions 
including a shortage of microchips.  Now, Arizona is trying to 
set itself up as a silicon hotspot with the two new microchip 
companies and the expansion of manufacturing facilities. 
But there still seems to be a few short circuits along the way. Business 4:35 Heather VanBlokland

3/3/2021 Brnovich SCOTUS w
Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich argued in front of 
the U.S. Supreme Court yesterday (Tuesday). Courts :50 Bridget Dowd

3/3/2021 Subpoena compliance v

Shortly after a judge ruled Senate Republicans had a right to 
demand copies of every Maricopa County ballot cast in the 
2020 general election, county election officials got ready to 
comply with the senators’ demands. Courts :40 Ben Giles

3/5/2021 Ed Tax Challenge s

The Arizona Supreme Court has agreed to hear an 
expedited challenge to Prop 208. That’s the voter-approved 
measure which taxes high-earning Arizonans to fund 
education. Courts :32 Bridget Dowd

3/9/2021 AZ Sup Court on suing over HPPAv

The Arizona Supreme Court has ruled for the first time that 
lawsuits can be brought under state law for violations of the 
federal health care privacy law. Courts :32 Jill Ryan

3/11/2021 Protester charges dropped c/c

The Maricopa County Attorney’s Office is dismissing 
charges against 12 protesters who were arrested in 
downtown Phoenix last year. Courts :17 Bridget Dowd

3/12/2021 Phoenix death claim v
The husband of a Phoenix  9-1-1- operator has filed a 35 
million dollar notice of claim against the city of Phoenix. Courts :40 Christina Estes



3/12/2021 Private prisons lawsuit v

A Federal judge has thrown out a lawsuit that 
claimed private prisons used by the state violate 
constitutional protections including a prohibition against 
slavery. Courts :40 Jimmy Jenkins

3/16/2021 GOP legal fees v

A judge ruled that an election challenge brought by the 
Arizona Republican Party in 2020 was groundless and filed 
in bad faith. Courts :33 Ben Giles

3/16/2021 Brno denies public charge rule c/c

Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich wants to defend a 
Trump-era rule that was designed to deny green cards to 
those at the bottom of the economic ladder. Courts :11 Jill Ryan

3/18/2021 MALDEF AZ Lawsuit w

Three immigration advocacy organizations are suing 
Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich and the 
Department of Homeland Security, alleging an agreement 
Brnovich signed with D-H-S in the waning days of the Trump 
administration is unlawful. Courts :44 Ben Giles

3/18/2021 Stimulus Guardrails Complaint w

Attorneys general from twenty one states, including 
Arizona’s own Mark Brnovich, are asking the U-S Treasury 
Department to clarify how a provision in the latest 
coronavirus stimulus package could impact efforts to cut 
taxes at the state level. Courts :47 Ben Giles

3/19/2021 Fuel Spill Settlement v

A regional airline that went out of business last year will pay 
Phoenix to clean up a fuel spill. From KJZZ’s Business Desk, 
Christina Estes reports. Courts :36 Christina Estes

3/3/2021 Sonora police numbers w
The number of local police working in Sonora appears to 
have fallen significantly over the last year. Crime :39 Murphy Woodhouse

3/4/2021 DEA drug cartels v

The D-E-A has just released its 2020 National Drug Threat 
Assessment, an annual publication to understand the impact 
of drug trafficking in the U.S.. According to the federal 
agency, the pandemic has not seriously impacted these illicit 
activities, and Mexican drug cartels are even taking some 
advantage from it. Crime :39 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/4/2021 Kingman cyber attack w
A cyber attack late last week has kept the city of Kingman’s 
computer system shut down for days Crime :40 Matt Casey

3/5/2021 Phx bomb maker v

A Phoenix man has been sentenced to 15 years in federal 
prison after pleading guilty to trying to use a weapon of 
mass destruction in 20-19. Crime :43 Matt Casey

3/8/2021 Judge on Leave s

A Pima County justice of the peace is on administrative 
leave after allegedly firing a warning shot at an unarmed 
stalking suspect Crime :31 Jill Ryan

3/9/2021 Kingman still down c/c

As KJZZ reported last week, the city of Kingman is dealing 
with the after effects of a cyber-attack on its computer 
system on February 26th. Spokesperson Coleen Haines 
says the system is still not fully operational. Crime :15 Al Macias

3/9/2021 Women's rights Mexico w

In Mexico, violence against women, femicides and impunity 
against those crimes have sparked a large movement for 
women’s rights. Crime :49 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/10/2021 Office Breach Investigation c/c
Several people tried to break into the Maricopa County 
Tabulation and Election Center’s warehouse. Crime :12 Jill Ryan

3/11/2021 Kingman cyber update w

Kingman officials do not yet know if cyber criminals got 
access to sensitive information through an online attack 
almost two weeks ago. The city hopes that nearly all staff 
can have email access again by early next week. Crime :46 Matt Casey

3/11/2021 No Knock Warrant v

A 19-member task force of judges, attorneys, and law 
enforcement officials was created to look into the issue of 
“no-knock” warrants in Arizona. Crime :32 Jill Ryan



3/25/2021 Violence & Resistance pt 1 f

A year ago, women across Mexico held historic marches 
and a national strike, fighting for safety and justice. Just 
days later, the pandemic hit, slowing the momentum of 
protest for women’s rights. But it hasn’t stopped the 
onslaught of violence against women. Crime 4:36 Kendal Blust

3/5/2021 Disability presser m

Disability rights groups and advocates are calling on 
Governor Doug Ducey to prioritize people with disabilities 
and their caregivers in the COVID-19 vaccine rollout. Disabilities 1:10 Kathy Ritchie

3/9/2021 IDD abuse study m

It’s been more than two years since an incapacitated woman 
was raped and later gave birth at Hacienda Healthcare, a 
long-term care facilty in Phoenix. Disabilities 1:10 Kathy Ritchie

3/12/2021 Disability letter v

Last week, disability rights groups and advocates pleaded 
for Governor Doug Ducey to help people with disabilities and 
their caregivers get the COVID-19 vaccine. Disabilities :39 Ben Giles

3/8/2021 Hispanic households COVID w

More than a third of Arizona households experienced job 
disruptions during the first months of the pandemic. But 
university researchers found that the impact was much 
greater on Hispanic households. Economy :47 Rocio Hernandez

3/16/2021 Pandemic EBT Funds v

Today (Monday) the state’s departments of economic 
security and education announced the release of over 600 
million dollars in Pandemic-Electronic Benefit Transfer funds 
to provide nutritional assistance to families in need. Economy :31 Rocio Hernandez

3/24/2021 Intel expansion w

Microchip giant Intel announced a $20 billion expansion 
(Tuesday/yesterday) of its Arizona-based manufacturing 
facilities Economy :46 Heather VanBlokland

3/24/2021 Intel expansion c/c

Intel will spend $20 billion to expand manufacturing facilities 
in Chandler. In an announcement (TODAY/Tuesday), the 
technology company said it plans to build two new facilities, 
which will produce advanced semiconductor chips used in 
modern electronics. Economy :10 Heather VanBlokland

3/26/2021 Chandler assistance expanded v

The CDC eviction moratorium kept some renters from losing 
their homes due to lack of payment during the pandemic. It’s 
set to expire at the end of the month. Economy :37 Bridget Dowd

3/29/2021 Chandler jazz festival w
After being canceled last year, Chandler’s Jazz Festival will 
return next month. But it will look different. Economy :40 Christina Estes

3/29/2021 Proposed state eviction moratoriuw

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s national 
eviction moratorium ends on March 31st, with families 
across Arizona at risk of eviction starting April 1st. Economy :42 Vaughan Jones

3/2/2021 School Spending v

A new report on Arizona school spending sews doubts on 
Governor Doug Ducey’s promise to raise teacher salaries by 
20 percent. Education :39 Jill Ryan

3/3/2021 Sex Ed Bill v
Arizona lawmakers are considering banning sex education 
before 5th Grade. Education :40 Jill Ryan

3/4/2021 School reax m

Gov. Doug Ducey has issued an executive order requiring 
most Arizona schools to reopen later this month, blindsiding 
some schools. Education :48 Rocio Hernandez

3/8/2021 Older student loan borrowers w Student loan debt is affecting older borrowers. Education :47 Heather VanBlokland

3/9/2021 UA back in-person w

Today (Monday) the University of Arizona announced plans 
to offer most classes next semester in person. This comes 
after similar announcements from the state's two other 
public universities. Education :40 Rocio Hernandez

3/9/2021 ESA expansion bill f

A bill is making its way through the state Legislature aims to 
make low-income students eligible for the state’s school 
voucher program. This news is encouraging to one Black 
mother in Laveen Village. Education 4:18 Rocio Hernandez

3/10/2021 Cartwright SD reopening m
Last week, Gov. Doug Ducey ordered schools that haven’t 
already, to begin holding in-person classes. Education 1:02 Rocio Hernandez



3/10/2021 Teacher protest w

Teachers, parents and students are holding a motorcade 
around the state Capitol today to protest a bill that would 
undermine the new Invest in Ed income tax surcharge for 
wealthy Arizonans. Education :47 Rocio Hernandez

3/11/2021 NAU president appointment w

Yesterday (Wednesday) the Arizona Board of Regents 
approved the appointment of NAU’s next president, Jose 
Luis Cruz. Education :42 Rocio Hernandez

3/15/2021 School Deadline v

Today (Mon) is the deadline for Arizona schools to resume 
in person and teacher led instruction after the governor 
signed an executive order earlier this month. Education :36 Jill Ryan

3/16/2021 UA weekly presser w

With COVID-19 cases continuing to trend downward in the 
state and on the University of Arizona campus, the school 
announced today (Monday) that it will take the next step in 
its reopening plan. Education :46 Rocio Hernandez

3/17/2021 Cartwright school opening m
Tuesday was the first day of in-person classes for the 
Cartwright School District in west Phoenix. Education 1:06 Rocio Hernandez

3/17/2021 Parents against vouchers w

Parents and educators will be at the Arizona Legislature 
tomorrow (Wednesday) to speak out against a bill that would 
expand the state’s school voucher program before a House 
committee votes on it. Education :50 Rocio Hernandez

3/18/2021 Teacher Protest w

Teachers, parents and students are holding a motorcade 
around the state Capitol tomorrow (Wednesday) to protest a 
bill that would undermine the new Invest in Ed income tax 
surcharge for wealthy Arizonans. Education :47 Rocio Hernandez

3/18/2021 Teacher Protest c/c

A group of Arizona teachers and parents took to the streets 
today (Wednesday) to advocate for and defend funding for 
public education. Education :14 Rocio Hernandez

3/19/2021 ASU K-12 Testing w

Arizona State University and the state’s health department 
are providing free covid-19 testing for school teachers and 
staff. As Amanda Day reports there are 14 participating 
school districts. Education :41 Amanda Day

3/19/2021 ASU K-12 Testing c/c

Arizona State University and the state’s health department 
are providing free covid testing for teachers and staff in 14 
different school districts throughout the state. Education :13 Amanda Day

3/19/2021 Early Learning Redux/Show c/c
New data by Expect More Arizona and the Center for the 
Future of Arizona shows a dip in quality education learning. Education :10 Rocio Hernandez

3/22/2021 MCCCD Cancels Class s

The Maricopa County Community College District has shut 
down its internet-based computer systems and cancelled 
classes until March 29th. Education :31 Jill Ryan

3/22/2021 CDC guidelines for schools c/c

The CDC says it’s safe for kids in grades K through 12 to 
social distance by only three feet as long as they are 
wearing masks. Education :13 Jill Ryan

3/29/2021 Final mile project w

The Arizona Department of Education has allocated $1.5 
million dollars to a project that aims to bring high-speed 
internet to the homes of rural Arizona students. Education :45 Rocio Hernandez

3/30/2021 COVID vaccines students w
Arizona college students can get COVID-19 vaccines now 
that the state has started vaccinating the general public. Education :47 Rocio Hernandez-Zarate

3/30/2021 ASU graduation s

Arizona State University has announced that it will have in-
person and virtual options for its spring commencement on 
May 3rd. ASU said in a statement that in-person 
celebrations for graduates will occur at an individual college 
level. Education :25 Rocio Hernandez-Zarate

3/30/2021 GPS teacher layoffs w
Gilbert Public Schools is letting go of 152 certified educators 
next school year, citing a decrease in student enrollment. Education :47 Rocio Hernandez-Zarate

3/30/2021 GPS teacher layoffs c/c
Gilbert Public Schools is letting go of 152 certified educators 
next school year after losing 16 hundred students. Education :15 Rocio Hernandez-Zarate



3/30/2021 Sharpe/Cronkite - Esports f

For high school students, the pandemic has meant a loss of 
social time on campus and many club activities. Special 
Olympics Arizona decided to do something to help students 
with and without intellectual disabilities. Education 3:25 Cronkite Abby Sharpe

3/3/2021 Purge Vote Senate c/c

Republicans in the Arizona Senate have voted to purge 
people from the popular permanent early voting list if they 
skip two consecutive election cycles and then don’t respond 
to a confirmation letter. Elections :12 Jill Ryan

3/9/2021 Private election funds f
The monumental task of holding an election in the middle of 
the pandemic was aided in part by private grants. Elections 4:31 Ben Giles

3/10/2021 Phoenix council Dist 3&7 races v

show one newcomer and one incumbent will serve on the 
Phoenix City Council. From KJZZ’s Downtown Bureau, 
Christina Estes reports on yesterday’s (Tuesday’s) runoff 
elections. Elections :32 Christina Estes

3/19/2021 Maricopa Co. Election Audit v

The results of two additional election audits in Maricopa 
County verified what county officials have said all along: 
Votes were counted securely and accurately. Elections :47 Ben Giles

3/22/2021 Foreign vote Mexico w

 On June 6th, Mexico will hold federal elections for many 
congressional and governor seats. According to its National 
Electoral Institute, tens of thousands of Mexicans living 
overseas have registered to cast their vote; most of them 
from the U.S. Elections :47 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/1/2021 Conservative conservationists w
A conservative group says Arizona Republicans are wrong 
to limit renewable energy in the state. Energy :49 Heather VanBlokland

3/1/2021 AZ water supply w

Arizona is consuming less water today than it was fifty years 
ago, despite the massive population growth over the past 
four decades. Environment :50 Heather VanBlokland

3/2/2021 Oak Flat reversal w

The U.S. Forest Service issued a Final Environmental 
Impact Statement in January that cleared the way for one of 
the largest copper mines in the U.S. in the Tonto National 
Forest. Environment :49 Ron Dungan

3/4/2021 Resolution Copper w

The Forest Service has rolled back a decision that would 
have cleared the way for one of the largest copper mines in 
the U.S. Environment :38 Ron Dungan

3/4/2021 Clean Energy v

Republicans in the Arizona House voted to strip the state’s 
Corporation Commission of its ability to require utilities to 
get half their power from renewable sources by 20-35. Environment :25 Jill Ryan

3/10/2021 Aravaipa canyon w
The Bureau of Land Management is seeking public 
comment on the purchase of land in southeast Arizona. Environment :40 Ron Dungan

3/10/2021 Sonoran Drought f
As in much of this state, Sonora - Arizona’s neighbor to the 
south - is in the grips of a major drought. Environment 4:15 Murphy Woodhouse

3/12/2021 GAO climate change w

A Government Accountability Office report says that climate 
change could have far-reaching effects on the electricity 
grid. Environment :44 Ron Dungan

3/15/2021 Utah water w
Drought has forced several states to rethink how they use 
the Colorado River. Environment :44 Ron Dungan

3/15/2021 Colorado River negotiations f

The Colorado River’s top leaders are about to start 
negotiating new policies for its management. But who’s at 
the table is still in flux. Environment 4:18 KUNC Luke Runyon

3/16/2021 Salton Sea f

A shrinking lake fed by the Colorado River is finally starting 
to see some restoration projects. But activists in California 
say the Salton Sea’s ecological crisis will need many more 
resources. Environment 4:06 KPBS Erik Anderson

3/17/2021 Haaland Colorado River c/c

Newly confirmed Interior Secretary Deb Haaland 
(HOLLAND) will oversee years of negotiations on how to 
manage the Colorado River as climate change continues to 
threaten the western watershed. Environment :10 KUNC Luke Runyon



3/22/2021 Clean Water f

With the federal protections limited, Arizona decided to 
come up with its own set of water quality standards, but not 
everyone is on board. Environment 3:50 AZPM Ariana Brocious

3/23/2021 Potential wildfires c/c
Wildfires take place all year around in Arizona but an 
increase typically starts to happen at the end of April. Environment :12 Amanda Day

3/24/2021 Negotiating Table being set f
The Colorado River’s top leaders are about to start 
negotiating new policies for its management Environment 4:19 KUNC Luke Runyon

3/24/2021 Wind & Solar Farm v
Rural parts of northern Arizona may soon have a new 
source of renewable energy. Environment :32 Bridget Dowd

3/24/2021 Moab Utah Water f
We visit Moab, Utah where the city is trying to come to 
terms with its limited water supply. Environment 4:14 KUNC Kate Groetzinger

3/26/2021 Jaguar near border w

Researchers have captured new footage of a jaguar just a 
few miles south of the border in neighboring Sonora, 
Mexico. Conservationists say that could be a sign that the 
species’ breeding range may be extending north. Environment :46 Kendal Blust

3/30/2021 Energy enviro justice w
The Department of Interior received input on its oil and gas 
policy last week. Environment :49 Ron Dungan

3/8/2021 Above normal fire season v
The National Weather Service in Flagstaff says to expect an 
above-normal wildfire season this spring and summer. Fires :39 Tom Maxedon

3/26/2021 Penzone response v

Lawyers for Maricopa County Sheriff Paul Penzone say 
holding a contempt hearing about the case-backlog at 
internal affairs would take away resources needed to catch 
up.  Government :43 Matt Casey

3/26/2021 Mesa homelessness plan v
The City of Mesa has announced a plan to use federal 
dollars to address homelessness. Government :31 Jimmy Jenkins

3/1/2021 Paradise Valley Pot Use Ban v

The Town of Paradise Valley signed an ordinance to prohibit 
the construction of recreational marijuana dispensaries and 
testing facilities last week. Govt. City :34 Vaughan Jones

3/8/2021 Giles CV relief package c/c

Mesa is Arizona’s third most populous city and its mayor 
wants a share of the $1.9 trillion dollar COVID relief package 
that passed in the U.S. Senate to help offset continuing 
financial hardships felt by residents. Govt. City :14 Tom Maxedon

3/8/2021 911 Dispatchers f
A tragedy involving a Phoenix 911 operator has the city 
examining overtime policies. Govt. City 4:33 Christina Estes

3/10/2021 Phoenix workplace plans c/c
Some Phoenix city employees may never return to the 
office. Govt. City :13 Christina Estes

3/12/2021 Phoenix water rates w

Phoenix is on track to raise water rates for the 5th time in six 
years. As Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Downtown 
Bureau, the council will vote on the proposed increase next 
week. Govt. City :43 Christina Estes

3/19/2021 Phoenix Trial Budget w

Phoenix city employees will get most of the projected 1-
hundred-53-million dollar general fund surplus if the council 
approves the trial budget. Govt. City :50 Christina Estes

3/19/2021 Street racing Ordinance v
Phoenix Police will now be able to impound vehicles 
involved in street racing. Govt. City :31 Christina Estes

3/1/2021 Blinken tour Mexico w

U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken held his first official 
trip on Friday (FEB. 26)… but online, as a result of the 
pandemic. His destination was Mexico, where he met with 
senior officials and even crossed the border using video. Govt. Federal :37 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/4/2021 Bracero-like program w

During a virtual meeting with President Joe Biden Monday, 
Mexico’s president proposed the creation of a new migrant 
labor program. It would allow as many as 800,000 Mexican 
and Central American workers into the United States 
temporarily. Govt. Federal :49 Kendal Blust

3/9/2021 BLM survey w

A survey by Public Employees for Environmental 
Responsibility says that employee morale in the Bureau of 
Land Management is low. Govt. Federal :45 Ron Dungan



3/15/2021 Weapons cyber security w

The Defense Department faces hurdles to make sure U-S 
weapons still work on a battlefield when they become the 
target of cyber warfare. That’s according to a report from the 
Government Accountability Office. Govt. Federal :45 Matthew Casey

3/16/2021 Haaland confirmed v

The Senate has voted to confirm Deb Haaland as President 
Biden’s Secretary of Interior. And as KJZZ’s 
Ron Dungan reports, her appointment is a historic one. Govt. Federal :29 Ron Dungan

3/17/2021 BLM comment period w
The Bureau of Land Management is taking public comments 
on a land restoration project in the Shivwits Plateau. Govt. Federal :48 Ron Dungan

3/1/2021 Pandemic Legislating f Part One in a series about legislating during the pandemic Govt. State 4:19 Ben Giles

3/2/2021 Vaccine prioritization w

Governor Doug Ducey and the Arizona Department of 
Health Services have announced the state will start 
vaccinating Arizonans 55 and older. Govt. State :45 Rocio Hernandez

3/2/2021 Vaccine prioritization c/c

Starting today, (Tuesday), Arizonans 55 and older will be 
able to sign up for COVID-19 vaccine appointments at the 
State Farm and Phoenix Municipal Stadiums. Govt. State :12 Rocio Hernandez

3/2/2021 Pandemic Legislating Part 2 f Part two in a series about legislating during the pandemic Govt. State 4:26 Ben Giles

3/3/2021 Ducey vaccine w

The state health department yesterday (Tuesday) started 
allowing Arizonans 55 and older to book COVID-19 vaccine 
appointments at two of the state’s POD sites. Govt. State :43 Katherine Davis Young

3/4/2021 Mask Bill c/c

The Republican-controlled Arizona House approved 
legislation that would allow businesses to ignore government 
mask mandates imposed to slow the spread of the 
coronavirus. Govt. State :14 Jill Ryan

3/5/2021 House masks bill m

Texas and Mississippi this week repealed mask 
mandates...against the advice of health experts. Arizona 
never had a statewide mask order, but many lawmakers 
here want to weaken county and city mandates. Govt. State 1:03 Katherine Davis Young

3/5/2021 Initiatives reading out bill c/c

Republican lawmakers in Arizona have moved to create two 
new hurdles in the path of individuals and groups who want 
to craft their own laws. Govt. State :16 Kathy Ritchie

3/5/2021 Emergency powers v
State legislators voted Thursday to curb the 
Governor’s emergency powers. Govt. State :32 Jill Ryan

3/9/2021 Election bill tension m

Democratic senators often oppose Republican-backed 
voting bills by warning they’d make it harder for communities 
of color to vote compared to white Arizonans. Govt. State 1:08 Ben Giles

3/10/2021 Faith leaders voting w

A broad coalition of faith leaders, voting rights activists and 
criminal justice reform advocates urged Arizona lawmakers 
today (on Tuesday) to consider the impact of their bills. Govt. State :50 Ben Giles

3/10/2021 Religion Emergency c/c
A bill passed in the Arizona House would make religious 
organizations essential businesses. Govt. State :20 Jill Ryan

3/11/2021 Emergency Council c/c

One year ago today (March 11), Governor Doug Ducey 
issued his first emergency declaration. However, in that time 
Ducey only convened the 
Statewide Emergency Council once. A bill unanimously 
passed in the Arizona Senate would force Ducey and future 
governors to convene the council within 14 Days of 
an emergency declaration. Govt. State :19 Jill Ryan

3/12/2021 Unemployment Senate c/c
The Arizona Senate has voted to raise Arizona’s super-low 
240-dollar maximum weekly unemployment benefit to $320. Govt. State :14 Jill Ryan

3/15/2021 Mail ballot deadline v

Republican lawmakers at the Arizona Capitol are erecting 
new hurdles for those who want to vote early in upcoming 
elections. Govt. State :37 Ben Giles

3/15/2021 Unconstitutional initiatives w

Senate Republicans have approved another measure that’s 
part of their long-standing efforts to weaken the Voter 
Protection Act. Govt. State :49 Ben Giles



3/15/2021 AZ Criminal Justice Reform Savinc/c

Current state law mandates Arizona inmates must serve 85 
percent of their prison sentence, no matter what type of 
crime they committed. But, a new report by a local 
consultant says the state could save over a billion dollars by 
reforming its criminal justice system and releasing 
nonviolent offenders much earlier. Govt. State :10 Tom Maxedon

3/16/2021 Unprecedented elex bills w

There are several bills making their way through the Arizona 
Legislature that could have profound impacts on the 
disability community. As KJZZs Kathy Ritchie reports, the 
number of election-related bills introduced this year has 
alarmed some in the disability community. Govt. State :46 Kathy Ritchie

3/16/2021 Oak Flat v

Arizona Congressman Raul Grijalva has introduced a bill to 
protect the Oak Flat area of Tonto National Forest. As 
KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, the bill may stop a foreign 
mining company from developing one of the biggest copper 
mines in the U.S. Govt. State :28 Ron Dungan

3/17/2021 Oak Flat/Grijalva w

Arizona Congressman Raul Grijalva has introduced a bill to 
protect the Oak Flat area of Tonto National Forest. As 
KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, he’s more optimistic that this 
time the bill may pass. Govt. State :42 Ron Dungan

3/17/2021 Vacation Rentals c/c

An Arizona House panel unanimously voted to give local 
governments more power to regulate short-
term vacation rentals. Govt. State :13 Jill Ryan

3/18/2021 School Voucher Vote m

Today (Wednesday), a bill that would make an estimated 
600,000 low-income Arizona students eligible for school 
vouchers passed in a House committee with a 6-4 vote 
along party lines. Govt. State 1:07 Rocio Hernandez

3/18/2021 Abortion Bill c/c

Brushing aside questions of legality and religion, an Arizona 
House panel voted along party lines to imprison doctors who 
terminate a pregnancy solely because the fetus has a 
genetic defect. Govt. State :07 Jill Ryan

3/19/2021 Tax Filing Deadline Press v

The I-R-S announced this week it’s delayed the deadline to 
file and pay federal taxes by one month, from April to May. A 
state lawmaker wants Arizona to do the same. Govt. State :36 Ben Giles

3/19/2021 Guns Bill c/c

An Arizona Senate panel has approved a House measure 
allowing more than 390 thousand Arizonans with permits to 
carry a loaded concealed weapon into most public buildings Govt. State :20 Jill Ryan

3/1/2021 MX migrant vaccines v

The Biden administration has promised to administer COVID-
19 vaccine to undocumented immigrants. Mexico’s 
government has given a similar order, and has resolved a 
controversy over vaccinating resident foreigners. Health :38 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/1/2021 Sunday Covid-19 Numbers v

Arizona is tied for fifth in the nation in Covid-19 deaths per 
capita over the past seven days, despite a recent downturn 
in cases and hospitalizations. Health :39 Vaughan Jones

3/2/2021 Hermosillo CV yellow v

Hermosillo (air-mo-SEE-yo), the capital of Sonora and its 
largest city, has fallen to moderate coronavirus risk, 
according to a state metric. Health :41 Murphy Woodhouse

3/3/2021 County underserved vaccines c/c
Maricopa County Public Health is trying to get more COVID-
19 vaccines to underserved communities. Health :12 Katherine Davis Young

3/3/2021 50K appts booked v
Demand for COVID-19 vaccines in Arizona continues to be 
extremely high. Health :43 Katherine Davis Young

3/3/2021 MX vaccine sharing w Mexico is hoping to get US help with vaccinating its people. Health :33 Murphy Woodhouse

3/4/2021 New vaccine rules w

Arizona’s health department anticipates COVID-19 vaccines 
will be available to all adults by summer. And this week the 
state revised its vaccine plan to prioritize Arizonans by age. Health :48 Katherine Davis Young

3/5/2021 Vaccine stats v

COVID-19 vaccination efforts have been picking up pace in 
Arizona. The state has been administering more than 40-
thousand shots per day recently. Health :41 Katherine Davis Young



3/5/2021 COVID Sniffing Dog f

In neighboring Sonora, Mexico, the health department is 
now using dogs to help detect asymptomatic cases of 
COVID-19. Health 4:32 Kendal Blust

3/8/2021 Covid numbers v

In Saturday’s update from the U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control, Arizona ranked eighth in the nation for COVID-19 
deaths per capita over the last seven days and 22nd in 
cases. Health :39 Vaughan Jones

3/9/2021 ADHS taxicab outreach c/c

In Arizona, COVID-19 vaccinations have been administered 
to thousands of people, most of them with the resources to 
go online and set up an appointment. Health :16 Ron Dungan

3/10/2021 COVID stats w
Arizona’s health department Tuesday reported the lowest 
number of new COVID-19 cases in four months. Health :50 Katherine Davis Young

3/11/2021 Essential worker vaccines v

Arizona and several other states recently switched to an age-
based priority system for determining COVID-19 vaccine 
eligibility. But county health departments are still working to 
get vaccines to people in essential occupations. Health :36 Katherine Davis Young

3/11/2021 UK variant c/c

Arizona’s COVID-19 outbreak is slowing, but ASU’s 
Biodesign Institute has recently tracked more cases of the 
B.1.1.7 variant in our state. Health :13 Katherine Davis Young

3/15/2021 PCH mobile care m

Phoenix Children’s Hospital is bringing free health care to 
homeless children, young adults and their family members 
with a mobile medical unit. KJZZ’s Autriya Maneshni (AW-
tria Muh-NESH-nee) has more. Health 1:02 Autriya Maneshni 

3/15/2021 Mexico political vaccines v
Mexico is among the countries offering free COVID-19 
vaccines to its population, following its own protocols. Health :42 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/15/2021 Q&AZ Resident vaccine v

As a part of our Q&AZ reporting project, one listener asked - 
does the listed number of Arizonans vaccinated only reflect 
Arizona residents? KJZZ’s Vaughan Jones has the answer. Health :40 Vaughan Jones

3/15/2021 W Phx Vaccination site w

The HeroZona and Equality Health Foundations began 
distributing vaccines at a drive-up testing site in west 
Phoenix today (on Saturday). Health :41 Vaughan Jones

3/15/2021 Brazilian COVID variant w

Cases of the P.1 (pea one) variant of COVID-19, which 
originated in Brazil, have now been reported in Arizona. The 
strain first appeared in the United States in January. Health :43 Vaughan Jones

3/16/2021 Sonora Green w

A year after the first cases were confirmed in 
neighboring Sonora, the state is now at low risk for 
coronavirus spread. Health :45 Murphy Woodhouse

3/17/2021 St Pattys Day COVID w

We saw spikes in COVID-19 cases following Memorial Day, 
Thanksgiving and Christmas… Now health experts are 
urging caution for St. Patrick’s Day and spring break. Health :42 Katherine Davis Young

3/17/2021 St Pattys Day COVID c/c

Be careful when it comes to St. Patrick’s Day and spring 
break celebrations...that’s the message health care workers 
want Arizonans to hear. Health :13 Katherine Davis Young

3/17/2021 Teachers prioritized in Sonora w
Teachers in Sonora, Arizona’s neighbor to the south, could 
get access to coronavirus vaccines. Health :34 Murphy Woodhouse

3/18/2021 Vaccine Pod v

Harmon Park, south of downtown Phoenix is operating as a 
COVID-19 vaccination site through Tuesday. Any Phoenix 
resident 55 or older qualifies for an appointment. Health :35 Katherine Davis Young

3/18/2021 Vaccine Stats v

More than a million Arizonans have been fully vaccinated 
against the coronavirus. The Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention ranks Arizona 15th among states in terms of 
the percentage of the population that’s gotten a vaccine. Health :42 Katherine Davis Young

3/18/2021 Friday vaccinations open rdr

Starting tomorrow (Fri), and each Friday thereafter, 
additional vaccine appointments will be made available at all 
four state COVID sites for the following week. Health :15 Jill Ryan

3/19/2021 Vaccine Cancellations v

The Arizona Department of Health Services says thousands 
of COVID-19 vaccine appointments are open at their 
Phoenix and Chandler vaccination sites due to cancellations 
throughout the week. Health :28 Rocio Hernandez



3/19/2021 Yuma Vaccines v

The governor’s office announced today (Thursday) that it will 
be launching a new state-supported COVID-19 vaccine site 
in Yuma. Health :35 Rocio Hernandez

3/23/2021 UA vaccines unfilled c/c

University of Arizona officials said during a Monday press 
conference that their COVID-19 vaccination site has 
between 100 and 200 unfilled appointments each day. Health :13 Rocio Hernandez

3/23/2021 Christ presser vaccine w
The state announced today (Monday) that it will start 
vaccinating Arizonans 16 and older against COVID-19. Health :46 Rocio Hernandez

3/23/2021 Christ presser vaccine c/c

Starting Wednesday, Arizonans age 16 and over will be able 
to sign up for a COVID-19 vaccine appointment at one of the 
state’s vaccination sites. Health :14 Rocio Hernandez

3/23/2021 New beach rules w
Planning a Sonoran beach trip soon? If so, there are some 
new requirements on tap. Health :46 Murphy Woodhouse

3/23/2021 WV children's hospital c/c

Phoenix Children’s Hospital is planning to add a new 
emergency department to its speciality and urgent care 
center in Avondale. Health :12 Rocio Hernandez

3/24/2021 Navajo no deaths w
For the first time in six months, the Navajo Nation is 
reporting zero new COVID-19 infections and no new deaths. Health :48 Katherine Davis Young

3/24/2021 Maricopa COVID vaccines s

Maricopa County Public Health is following the state’s lead in 
opening COVID-19 vaccine registration to Arizonans 16 and 
older starting Wednesday morning. Health :29 Rocio Hernandez

3/24/2021 English only ed bill w

Maricopa County Public Health is following the state’s lead in 
opening COVID-19 vaccine registration to Arizonans 16 and 
older starting Wednesday morning. Health :44 Rocio Hernandez

3/24/2021 English only ed bill c/c

Today (Tuesday), the House Education committee passed a 
bill that would ask voters whether they want to repeal or 
keep an English-only instruction policy in Arizona schools. Health :07 Rocio Hernandez

3/25/2021 Vaccine demand w

It only took 20 minutes for about 25-thousand COVID-19 
vaccine appointments to fill this (Wednesday) morning when 
Arizona began allowing anyone over 16 to sign up. Health :47 Katherine Davis Young

3/25/2021 Vax Disability Voice w

Wednesday was the first day anyone over the age of 16 
could sign up for the coronavirus vaccine. Many disability 
advocates welcomed the news… they had been calling on 
the state health department and Governor Doug Ducey to 
prioritize people with disabilities in the rollout Health :48 Kathy Ritchie

3/25/2021 Vax Disability Voice c/c

Starting today (WED), anyone over the age of 16 can sign 
up for the coronavirus vaccine. It’s good news for people 
with disabilities and their family. Health :16 Kathy Ritchie

3/25/2021 Virus Variants w

COVID-19 cases in Arizona continue to decline. But in other 
parts of the country, outbreaks are plateauing or beginning 
to rise again. Health :46 Katherine Davis Young

3/25/2021 CV early origins c/c

Researchers using urban disease models and a mutation-
based timeline have found the virus that causes COVID-19 
likely circulated in China for one to two months before it 
sparked the pandemic. Health :14 Nick Gerbis

3/26/2021 LTC updates w

Roughly three months ago, things were not looking good at 
most long-term care facilities. Cases were soaring, people 
were dying and the vaccine rollout was just getting started. Health :48 Kathy Ritchie

3/26/2021 Vaccine slots opening s
83,000 new COVID-19 vaccine appointments will open this 
morning at 11. Health :29 Bridget Dowd

3/29/2021 Trans speech therapy m

For some in the transgender community, adapting their 
voice to match their gender identity is a part of their 
transition. Health 1:10 Jill Ryan

3/29/2021 Senior poverty w
The number of older people slipping into poverty is on the 
rise… and for many it’s a new experience. Health :41 Kathy Ritchie

3/29/2021 Online seniors m

Loneliness and isolation are still issues affecting older 
adults… Despite progress being made with the vaccine 
rollout, life is not going back to normal for seniors just yet. Health 1:04 Kathy Ritchie



3/29/2021 US vaccine loan to Mexico v
By next Thursday, the US will have sent roughly 2-point-7 
million doses of the AstraZeneca vaccine to Mexico. Health :41 Murphy Woodhouse

3/29/2021 Inmate vaccine update v
The Arizona Department of Corrections says it has started 
the process of vaccinating inmates in state prisons. Health :34 Jimmy Jenkins

3/29/2021 Yuma State Vaccine site opens c/c

Starting today (Mon.), Arizona begins operations at it’s 
fourth state run COVID-19 vaccination site at the Yuma 
Civic Center. The location is in an effort to increase rural 
vaccinations. Health :08 Jill Ryan

3/30/2021 Disability vax event w

Last week’s news that the coronavirus vaccine would be 
made available to ANYONE over the age of 16 was a relief 
and a source of frustration for some in the disability 
community. Yes, they could finally get the shot, but they 
would have to compete for appointments. Health :40 Kathy Ritchie

3/11/2021 Sky Harbor mural w

A historic mural is being dismantled at Phoenix Sky Harbor 
Airport. As Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Downtown 
Bureau, it should have a new home this summer. History :50 Christina Estes

3/11/2021 Arizona Highways m

For nearly 100 years, Arizona Highways magazine has 
captured the history and culture of the state. KJZZs Kathy 
Ritchie used to work there — full disclosure — and she 
caught up with her former colleagues to talk about their 
latest achievement: they’ve now digitized every issue of the 
storied magazine. History 1:09 Kathy Ritchie

3/8/2021 Immigrant Hospitality f

Today (Mon) marks two years since a key moment in the 
wave of migrant families released in metro Phoenix. And 
there are signs another swell might be coming. Immigration 4:35 Matthew Casey

3/10/2021 Migrant dropoffs m
Arizona cities are seeing more migrants arriving after being 
processed at the border. Immigration 1:04 AZPM Alisa Reznick

3/11/2021 Greyhound migrant drops w

New data show the number of migrants encountered by 
Border Patrol agents rose by nearly 30 percent in February. 
Roughly 15 people just out of detention were dropped off at 
the Phoenix Greyhound bus station today (Wednesday). Immigration :45 Matt Casey

3/17/2021 Yuma immigrants c/c

Cities and town officials in the Yuma area are asking for help 
with undocumented migrants being released by the federal 
government into those communities. The area dealt with a 
similar situation in 2019, but the pandemic is complicating 
matters. Immigration :15 Kerry Fehr Snyder

3/22/2021 Ducey Biden Border Reax w
Governor Ducey was one of the latest to join calls to stem 
the tide of migrants at the US Mexico border. Immigration :37 Tom Maxedon

3/22/2021 Ducey Biden Border Reax c/c

Governor Ducey is criticizing the Biden administration for 
not doing enough to stem a new surge of migrants at the 
Southwestern border. Immigration :11 Tom Maxedon

3/23/2021 Sinema border letter v

Arizona Senator Kyrsten Sinema joined a growing chorus of 
elected officials calling on the Biden Administration to quickly 
address the surge of migrants at the U.S.-Mexico border. Immigration :31 Michel Marizco

3/23/2021 Mexico border security w

The U.S. government says the traffic of migrants coming 
from Central America toward the U.S.-Mexico border 
continues to intensify. And Mexico says it is strengthening 
its immigration operations across the country to confront the 
issue. Immigration :39 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/23/2021 Mexico migrant fraud v

Like the U.S., Mexico is reporting an influx of migrants 
coming from the south. And according to the Mexican 
government, some of the migrants are now trying to use 
elaborate schemes to enter the country, including forged 
documents and commercial flights. Immigration :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/25/2021 Pima County dropoffs spending m

Pima County’s board of supervisors voted Wednesday to 
create a transportation contract to bring in asylum seekers 
from the remotest parts of the county into Tucson. Immigration 1:21 Michel Marizco



3/26/2021 US Mexico border sec mtg. w

High-ranking officials from the Biden administration visited 
Mexico this week to discuss cooperation on immigration 
issues. The visit comes amid negotiations between the two 
nations on the pandemic and the constant flow of migrants 
from Central America. Immigration :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/2/2021 Australian Teens v

A group of eight teenagers from across Australia are 
beginning a class action against a proposed coal mine 
extension. International :35 BBC Phil Mercer

3/3/2021 Myanmar Deaths v

Several deaths have been reported in cities across 
Myanmar after a series of bloody clashes between the 
security forces and demonstrators seeking the restoration of 
a civilian government.  International :36 BBC Jonathan Head

3/3/2021 Chinese Report v

A high-level Chinese report has revealed policies in the 
western region of Xinjiang [SHIN jee-AANG] that are 
designed to assimilate Muslim Uighurs and other minorities. International :35 BBC John Sudworth

3/3/2021 Brazil COVID Deaths v

The Brazilian health ministry says it has registered 1,641 
coronavirus deaths in the past twenty four hours - the 
highest daily number since the pandemic began. International :25 BBC Katy Watson

3/4/2021 Meghan Markle Bullying v

Kensington Palace has announced that it will investigate 
allegations that the Duchess of Sussex bullied members of 
its staff in the months after her wedding to Prince Harry in 
2018. International :28 BBC Jonny Dymond

3/4/2021 Myanmar Protests Update v

Defiant demonstrators have returned to the streets of 
Myanmar to continue their protest against the military coup -- 
despite the increasing use of deadly force by the police. International :32 BBC Jonathan Head

3/4/2021 Coronavirus Mutations v

The Austrian Chancellor and the Prime Minister of Denmark 
are travelling to Israel today to discuss the common 
production of vaccines against coronavirus mutations. International :35 BBC Bethany Bell

3/5/2021 COVID Survey v
Research suggests there's a growing willingness around the 
world to be vaccinated against COVID-19.  International :34 BBC Naomi Grimley

3/5/2021 More From Myanmar v

People have once again taken to the streets in Myanmar to 
protest against the military leaders who seized power last 
month. International :33 BBC Jonathan Head

3/5/2021 Pop Visits Iraq v Pope Francis is embarking on the first papal visit to Iraq. International :36 BBC Mark Lowen

3/5/2021 Chinese Parliament v

The Chinese premier has opened the annual meeting of 
parliament with a warning to the world against interfering in 
Hong Kong. International :37 BBC Stephen McDonell

3/8/2021 Biden Envoy Climate v

President Biden's special envoy on climate, John Kerry, is in 
London, beginning a push by the new US administration to 
strengthen international action on global warming. International :29 BBC Roger Harabin

3/8/2021 Afghan Pease v

Senior Afghan authorities have rejected a new American 
proposal for an international peace effort for Afghanistan 
overseen by the United Nations.   International :31 BBC Secunder Kermani

3/8/2021 Israel Vaccines v
Israel is beginning a campaign to vaccinate tens of 
thousands of Palestinians against Covid- nineteen. International :34 BBC Tom Bateman

3/9/2021 ICC Reparations v

The International Criminal Court has issued its highest ever 
reparation order, saying that child soldiers and rape victims 
of a convicted Congolese militia leader should have access 
to a total of thirty million dollars. International :27 BBC Anna Holligan

3/9/2021 More Myanmar Protests v

Widespread protests have again engulfed Myanmar -- with 
demonstrators defying the armed forces to express 
revulsion at last month's military coup. International :28 BBC Jonathan Head

3/9/2021 Chinese Tech Power v

New research has recommended that British universities 
establish a clear strategy to deal with the risks of 
collaborating with China to prevent them from becoming 
overly dependent on what it calls China's neo totalitarian 
technology power. International :35 BBC Gordon Corera



3/10/2021 Myanmar Raid v

Hundreds of soldiers in Myanmar have raided a railway 
workers' compound in Yangon, seeking to arrest those 
who've gone on strike against last month's coup. International :39 BBC Nick Marsh

3/10/2021 Russia and Twitter v
Russia says it is restricting the use of Twitter by slowing 
down the speed of the service. International :47 BBC Steve Rosenberg

3/10/2021 Vaccine Patents v

Members of the World Trade Organization will begin talks on 
a proposal by India and South Africa to suspend patents on 
coronavirus vaccines to increase production. International :42 BBC Naomi Grimley

3/11/2021 Tsunami Anniversary v

People in Japan are marking the tenth anniversary of the 
devastating earthquake and tsunami that struck the 
country's northeast coast - killing thousands and triggering a 
meltdown at the Fukushima nuclear plant. International :34 BBC Rupert Wingfield-Hayes

3/11/2021 Conservation and the Pandemic v
Experts have warned of the toll that the pandemic has taken 
on nature conservation, especially in Africa and Asia. International :34 BBC Danny Aeberhard

3/11/2021 Hong Kong Legislature v

China's National People's Congress has approved measures 
that will strip Hong Kong's parliament of any effective 
opposition. International :29 BBC John Sudworth

3/12/2021 Mozambique Aid v

Aid organizations are appealing for help in Mozambique, 
where thousands of civilians are trapped in the northern 
town of Palma. International :29 BBC Andrew Harding

3/12/2021 Syrian Crisis v

The United Nations food agency says that, ten years after 
the start of Syria's civil war, the country is facing its worst 
humanitarian crisis yet. International :33 BBC Jeremy Bowen

3/12/2021 EU Trade Falls v Official figures in Britain show that trade with the European International :45 BBC Andrew Walker

3/15/2021 Italy Virus Restrictions v

All non-essential businesses, shops and schools have been 
closed in much of Italy in a bid to contain the spread of 
COVID-19. International :31 BBC Mark Lowen

3/15/2021 Australian Women Protest v

Tens of thousands of women are marching in forty rallies 
across Australia, to protest against what they say is ongoing 
abuse and discrimination against women, particularly those 
working in parliament. International :30 BBC Shaima Khalil

3/15/2021 Syrian Crisis v

The UN special envoy for Syria will today (Mon) call on world 
powers to put aside their differences to tackle the 
humanitarian crisis there and move towards a negotiated 
end to the war. International :28 BBC Lyse Doucet

3/16/2021 North Korea Warning v

In its first official response to the Biden administration, North 
Korea has accused the United States of "spreading the 
smell of gunpowder" by taking part in military exercises with 
South Korea. International :35 BBC Laura Bicker

3/16/2021 Facebook Journalism v
Facebook has reached a deal with Rupert Murdoch's News 
Corporation to pay for its journalism. International :32 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

3/16/2021 Bolivia Protests v

Tens of thousands of people have joined demonstrations in 
several cities in Bolivia, to protest the detention of the 
former interim president on charges of sedition. International :27 BBC Warren Bull

3/17/2021 Hong Kong Electoral System v
The U-S has taken fresh action against Chinese officials it 
accuses of undermining Hong Kong's electoral system. International :28 BBC Robin Brant

3/17/2021 Blinken South Korea v

Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Pentagon chief Lloyd 
Austin have arrived in South Korea - a day after a warning to 
the Biden administration from Pyongyang. International :31 BBC Laura Bicker

3/17/2021 Brazil Health Serive v

One of Brazil's most respected public health institutions says 
the country is experiencing a historic collapse of its health 
service due to coronavirus cases. International :34 BBC Candace Piette

3/18/2021 Tanzania President Dies v

Fourteen days of national mourning have been declared in 
Tanzania to mark the death of President John Magufuli 
(mag-uh-FOO-li), who died aged sixty one. International :32 BBC Salim Kikeke

3/18/2021 North Korea Talks v

North Korea has called attempts by the new U-S 
administration to make contact with Pyongyang a 'cheap 
trick' to buy time. International :35 BBC Laura Bicker



3/18/2021 Afghan/Russia Talks v

Senior figures from the Afghan government and the Taliban 
are due in Russia today (Thurs) for talks on speeding up the 
peace process in Afghanistan.  International :41 BBC Secunder Kermani 

3/19/2021 Ethiopian Refugees v

Refugees congregating in camps after fleeing their homes in 
Ethiopia’s northern region of Tigray (TEE-gray) have been 
describing their appalling living conditions. International :31 BBC Kalkidan Yibeltal

3/19/2021 Europe Astrazeneca v

European countries which suspended their use of the Oxford-
Astrazeneca coronavirus vaccine will begin administering it 
again, after suspending it over fears of an increased risk of 
blood clots.  International :35 BBC Nick Beake

3/19/2021 China Children v

The human rights group, Amnesty International, has called 
on China to release all Uighur children held in state run 
orphanages without the consent of their families. International :35 BBC Caroline Hawley

3/22/2021 India COVID Update v

India saw a further surge in confirmed cases of the 
coronavirus on Monday, amid concerns about the impact of 
election campaign rallies in several states and a Hindu 
festival which is likely to attract tens of millions of pilgrims. International :34 BBC Nikhil Inamdar

3/22/2021 Russian Rockets v

A Russian Soyuz rocket has been launched from 
Kazakhstan carrying thirty eight satellites on board from 
countries around the world. International :32 BBC Jonathan Amos

3/22/2021 Astrazeneca v
Trials in the U-S of AstraZeneca's coronavirus vaccine have 
confirmed that it's safe and effective. International :32 BBC Fergus Walsh

3/23/2021 Israel Elections v

Israelis are voting in their fourth election in two years. Prime 
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has hailed the success of the 
country's covid vaccination program. International :33 BBC Yolande Knell

3/23/2021 Germany coronavirus v

German chancellor Angela Merkel and the country's regional 
leaders have agreed to impose harsher restrictions for three 
weeks - including the Easter holidays - to try to halt a third 
wave of coronavirus infections. International :30 BBC Damien McGuinness

3/23/2021 Hadron Collider v

Scientists working at the Large Hadron Collider in 
Switzerland have discovered what they describe as 
"tantalizing hints" of particles behaving in a way that 
challenges the theories of physics. International :28 BBC Pallab Ghosh

3/24/2021 Military Heading to Sonora w

A top Mexican security official says the size of the state 
police force in Sonora is too small to deal with rising 
violence. International :47 Murphy Woodhouse

3/24/2021 Myanmar Releases v
The authorities in Myanmar have released more than six-
hundred people detained since the military coup last month. International :36 BBC Nick Marsh

3/24/2021 Suez Canal Blockage v

Tug boats and diggers are trying to re-float a giant container 
ship which has blocked the Suez Canal, one of the world's 
most important shipping routes.  The vessel ran aground on 
Tuesday morning after losing power. International :33 BBC Theo Leggett

3/24/2021 Israel Election Update v
Israel's fourth election in two years has produced no clear 
winner. International :39 BBC Yolande Knell

3/25/2021 Cuba tries experimental vaccine v
Cuba has begun administering an experimental coronavirus 
vaccine to thousands of doctors and nurses. International :37 BBC Will Grant

3/25/2021 N Korea fires missiles v
North Korea has fired two ballistic missiles that flew 
hundreds of miles into the Sea of Japan. International :35 BBC Laura Bicker

3/25/2021 EU to boost COVID supplies v

European Union leaders are to hold virtual talks on how to 
boost coronavirus vaccine supplies, as a third wave of the 
pandemic gathers momentum. International :34 BBC Katya Adler

3/26/2021 Amazon in Hermosillo w

This week, state officials in neighboring Sonora, Mexico, 
announced that Amazon is set to open a distribution center 
in the state capital, making it one of five Mexican states 
where the e-commerce giant has set up shop. International :39 Kendal Blust



3/26/2021 Mexico City Tampon Ban f

For years, Mexico City has been a progressive leader for 
women’s rights, including legal abortion, reserved seats in 
public transportation and gender parity rules for public 
offices. But now issues surrounding access to female 
sanitary products are stirring a tug-of-war between 
businesses, feminists, environmentalists and the 
government. International 4:04 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/26/2021 Portugal COVID travel ban v
Portugal has introduced a ban on domestic travel which is 
due to last until April the fifth. International :29 BBC Alison Roberts

3/26/2021 Mexico COVID deaths pass 200k v

The number of people in Mexico who have died of COVID 
19 has passed two- hundred- thousand -- the third highest 
figure in the world after the U-S and Brazil. International :38 BBC Will Grant

3/29/2021 Maquila vax w
Export manufacturers in Mexico are hoping to get excess 
US vaccine doses to their workers. International :42 Murphy Woodhouse

3/29/2021 Australian PM shakes Cabinet v

Australian prime minister Scott Morrison has announced a 
government reshuffle which he says will provide the 
strongest ever representation of women in the cabinet. International :30 BBC Sally Nabil

3/29/2021 Container ship freed from coastlinv

Australian prime minister Scott Morrison has announced a 
government reshuffle which he says will provide the 
strongest ever representation of women in the cabinet. International :38 BBC Shaima Khalil

3/29/2021 German city bucks COVID protoc v

The German city of Weimar is pressing ahead with an 
experiment to open shops to customers who've tested 
negative for the coronavirus, in defiance of Chancellor 
Angela Merkel. International :34 BBC Damien McGuinness

3/30/2021 Sonora plane crash v
A Sonoran government official was among six killed in a 
plane crash Saturday. International :40 Murphy Woodhouse

3/30/2021 Mexico COVID deaths v

By the end of last week, the Mexican government had 
reported more than 200 thousand deaths as a result of the 
coronavirus. But new government data quietly released 
during the weekend suggests that the number could be 60 
percent higher. International :43 Rodrigo Cervantes

3/30/2021 Sonora yellow w

Sonora, Arizona’s neighbor to the south, spent just two 
weeks at green, or low-risk, according to the federal 
government’s pandemic risk measure International :44 Murphy Woodhouse

3/30/2021 Brazil reshuffle v

Brazilian president Jair Bolsonaro (zhaa-EER bol-son-AA-
roo), has attempted to ease a growing political crisis by 
changing six government ministers. International :29 BBC Camilla Mota

3/30/2021 Hong Kong / China electoral reforv

The Chinese parliament has approved sweeping changes to 
Hong Kong's electoral system that will require legislators to 
be sufficiently 'patriotic'. International :39 BBC Stephen McDonell

3/30/2021 World Leaders/Pandemic treaty v
More than twenty world leaders are calling for a new 
international treaty to help deal with future pandemics. International :30 BBC Jonathan Blake

3/12/2021 Navajo reopening c/c
The Navajo Nation has had strict business restrictions in 
place for nearly a year in response to COVID-19. Native Lands :12 Katherine Davis Young

3/12/2021 Indian gaming w

The amount of gaming money tribes give the state of 
Arizona has fallen in three of the last four quarters compared 
to the year before. Native Lands :42 Matthew Casey

3/12/2021 Navajo COVID turnaround f

The Navajo Nation has been extremely hard-hit by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. But the tribe has managed a dramatic 
turnaround in its outbreak. Native Lands 4:45 Katherine Davis Young

3/11/2021 Tuskeegee Airman passes v
One of the three surviving Tuskegee Airmen in Arizona has 
died. Obituaries :40 Bridget Dowd

3/16/2021 Parks score c/c

Americans across the country sheltering at home have been 
encouraged to get outside where Covid-19 doesn’t spread 
as easily and get some exercise. Parks & Rec :09 Kerry Fehr Snyder

3/17/2021 Marble Canyon v
The Coconino County Board of Supervisors has approved a 
plan for a resort at Marble Canyon. Parks & Rec :30 Ron Dungan



3/17/2021 Parks reopening w

Phoenix will reopen city athletic fields and sports complexes 
today (Wednesday), more than three months after closing 
them. Parks & Rec :48 Christina Estes

3/1/2021 Wendy Ethics Report s

A workplace harassment investigation report is expected to 
be released today concerning freshman Republican Senator 
Wendy Rogers. Politics :30 Jill Ryan

3/2/2021 Ethics report v

The Arizona Senate’s in-house attorney has concluded his 
investigation of an ethics complaint filed against state 
Senator Wendy Rogers. Politics :40 Ben Giles

3/3/2021 Rogers ethics hearing v
The Arizona Senate’s Ethics Committee voted to dismiss a 
complaint filed against Republican Senator Wendy Rogers. Politics :40 Ben Giles

3/5/2021 Polloni suit v

The Arizona Senate Ethics Committee won’t mete out any 
punishment related to a complaint filed against Republican 
Senator Wendy Rogers. Politics :38 Ben Giles

3/5/2021 LGBTQ Sonora policies w

Ahead of Mexico’s elections in June, members of an LGBTQ 
coalition in Sonora are urging candidates for state and local 
offices to sign on to an inclusive political agenda. Politics :45 Kendal Blust

3/12/2021 Kirkpatrick Announcement v
Democratic Representative Ann Kirkpatrick has announced 
she will not seek re-election in 2022 Politics :38 Bridget Dowd

3/17/2021 Lopez for Gov s

Marco Lopez announced he is running for Arizona governor. 
Lopez is the former Mayor of Nogales and was one of the 
youngest people ever elected mayor of a U.S. city. He then 
rose to a senior position in the Obama administration. Politics :26 Jill Ryan

3/19/2021 Rusty Bowers Recall w

An effort to recall Arizona House Speaker Rusty Bowers was 
considered a longshot… at least, until a separate campaign 
was launched to repeal Mesa’s new non-discrimination 
ordinance. Politics :06 Ben Giles

3/22/2021 Mayor Giles on masks c/c
Mesa Mayor John Giles appeared on CNN Sunday to 
discuss Covid-19 in Arizona. Politics :13 Vaughan Jones

3/23/2021 Senate audit w

On Monday morning, Democrats at the state Capitol warned 
that a Senate Republican audit of the 20-20 election would 
do nothing for election integrity or voter confidence, but 
simply fuel conspiracy theories. Politics :50 Ben Giles

3/23/2021 Senate audit c/c

Democrats who gathered Monday morning at the state 
Capitol to warn about election conspiracies were met by a 
small group of conspiracy theorists. Politics :13 Ben Giles

3/23/2021 Residential picketing bill c/c

Protests in the last year outside of elected officials' homes, 
including Arizona Governor Doug Ducey and Secretary of 
State Katie Hobbs, have spotlighted the issue of residential 
picketing. Politics :11 Jill Ryan

3/24/2021 Purcell GOP Audit c/c

State Senate President Karen Fann wants to use 100 
volunteers to recount Maricopa County ballots from the 2020 
election by hand. Republicans have cast doubts on the 
results -- particularly Donald Trump’s loss to Joe Biden -- 
despite numerous failed court challenges. Politics :14 Kerry Fehr Snyder

3/24/2021 Community Colleges c/c
An Arizona Senate Committee unanimously approved 
setting aside 10 million dollars for “last dollar” scholarships. Politics :17 Jill Ryan

3/24/2021 DPS Body Cameras c/c

A bill moving through the Arizona Legislature would approve 
one point five million dollars in state funding 
for DPS body cameras through 20-26. Politics :12 Jill Ryan

3/25/2021 Nez testimony w

Navajo Nation President Jonathan Nez testified before the 
House Judiciary Committee during a discussion of Radiation 
Exposure Compensation Act. Politics :48 Ron Dungan

3/25/2021 Longest tenured judge retires w

Tomorrow/Today (Thursday) marks the final day on the 
bench for Arizona’s longest sitting judge. Elizabeth Finn is 
retiring after more than four decades running Glendale and 
Phoenix city courtrooms Politics :45 Matthew Casey



3/25/2021 Ducey lashes out w

Arizona governor Doug Ducey joined Republican critics 
blasting the Biden Administration for how its handling a 
rising number of asylum seekers at the U.S.-Mexico border. Politics :45 Michel Marizco

3/25/2021 Howie elections c/c

Without any evidence of voter fraud, Arizona House 
committee Republicans approved a bill with the claim it will 
protect the integrity of elections. Politics :17 Jill Ryan

3/26/2021 Pima vax sites c/c

Pima County officials want Governor Doug Ducey to 
reconsider his decision to decline an offer from FEMA to set 
up new COVID-19 vaccination sites in southern Arizona. Politics :21 Ben Giles

3/26/2021 Ducey rollbacks v

Governor Doug Ducey is rolling back all remaining COVID-
19 mitigation measures, including mask requirements, in 
Arizona. Politics :42 Katherine Davis Young

3/26/2021 Ducey rollbacks w
Southern Arizona officials aren’t happy with Governor Doug 
Ducey’s orders rolling back COVID-19 mitigation measures. Politics :49 Ben Giles

3/26/2021 Tax Lawsuit $$ v

Attorney General Mark Brnovich has asked a federal judge 
to rule that Arizona can ignore a provision in the new virus 
aid package, and use the allocated money towards tax 
breaks. Politics :36 Jill Ryan

3/29/2021 Pima County Director/Ducey FEMw

Governor Doug Ducey’s executive order to lift Covid-19 
safety precautions has come under fire from several elected 
officials, including the Flagstaff City Council and Phoenix 
Mayor Kate Gallego.

Pima County Health Director Teresa Cullen was similarly 
critical last week. Politics :37 Vaughan Jones

3/30/2021 Inmate fuels work w
Over the next two years 700 more inmates will be able to 
help reduce the risk of wildfires in Arizona Politics :41 Amanda Day

3/30/2021 Inmate fuels work c/c

Governor Doug Ducey has signed legislation that allows 700 
more inmates over the next two years to help reduce the risk 
of wildfires by thinning out an area. Politics :16 Amanda Day

3/30/2021 Senate masks w

Last week, Governor Ducey lifted Arizona’s remaining 
COVID-19 mitigation measures and preempted local 
governments from mandating masks any longer. Politics :47 Ben Giles

3/30/2021 Pandemic liability bill c/c

On a party-line vote, Arizona House Republicans approved a 
bill that would make it harder to sue businesses over claims 
of negligence related to the pandemic. Politics :11 Jill Ryan

3/2/2021 Lawmakers call for ADC investigav

A bipartisan group of 10 state lawmakers are demanding 
answers from Governor Ducey after a KJZZ whistleblower 
report exposing problems with inmate management software 
at the Arizona Department of Corrections. Prisons :39 Jimmy Jenkins

3/4/2021 Prison vaccine plan w

According to a report obtained by KJZZ, Arizona is planning 
to begin administering the first COVID vaccines to inmates 
in state prisons this week. Prisons :51 Jimmy Jenkins

3/19/2021 MCSO Vaccines v Maricopa County jails have begun vaccinating inmates. Prisons :30 Jimmy Jenkins

3/23/2021 Inmate hunger strike w

Inmates in a maximum custody unit at the Eyman state 
prison in Florence say they are holding a hunger strike in 
protest of unsanitary conditions. Prisons :43 Jimmy Jenkins

3/8/2021 Valle del Sol w
For communities of color, the coronavirus pandemic has 
disproportionately affected them. Race & Culture :48 Kathy Ritchie

3/16/2021 Latinos Covid vaccine c/c

During a press conference today (Monday), University of 
Arizona officials said their COVID-19 vaccine site is having 
success in administering doses to Latino and Hispanic 
community members. Race & Culture :11 Rocio Hernandez

3/1/2021 CV predicting next host w

A new study in the journal “Nature Communications” 
suggests experts may have underestimated the surprising 
variety of animals that could become hosts for future 
coronaviruses. Science :37 Nick Gerbis



3/4/2021 CV testing needed w

Much COVID-19 attention currently focuses on vaccine 
availability. But with 1,000 new cases daily and new variants 
entering the state, getting tested remains as important as 
ever Science :38 Nick Gerbis

3/10/2021 Vaccine Unease Part 1 f

Efforts to reach herd immunity through COVID-19 
vaccinations face active opposition, passive reluctance and 
lingering mistrust. Science 4:08 Nick Gerbis

3/11/2021 Vaccine Unease Part 2 f
The practical, legal and ethical issues at stake in getting a 
vaccine  – and which tactics might backfire. Science 4:08 Nick Gerbis

3/15/2021 CV alcohol use c/c

Research shows a month-by-month increase in high-risk 
alcohol use among people stuck at home during the 
pandemic. Science :13 Nick Gerbis

3/16/2021 Moderna Vaccine trials on kids c/c
Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccine trials are underway for 
children between the ages of six months and 12 years old. Science :13 Jill Ryan

3/17/2021 Long haul COVID factors v
As cases of ‘long COVID’ mount, scientists still struggle to 
come to grips with its prevalence and risk factors Science :38 Nick Gerbis

3/22/2021 CV old male smokers w

COVID-19 tends to affect older people, males and smokers 
more severely. Now, an international study involving the 
Translational Genomics Research Institute in Phoenix and a 
huge database of cells offers clues as to why Science :39 Nick Gerbis

3/1/2021 Spring Training Begins v

The Cactus League kicked off its 2021 season on Sunday, 
with 15 Major League Baseball teams 
playing Spring Training games across the valley. Sports :30 Vaughan Jones

3/3/2021 JJ Watt c/c
The Arizona Cardinals have welcomed their new star player 
to the desert.  Sports :12 Phil Latzman

3/3/2021 ABOR UA Docs v

A judge has ordered the state Board of Regents to let the 
public see the list of N-C-double-A allegations leveled 
against the University of Arizona men’s basketball program. Sports :41 Matt Casey

3/8/2021 Fiesta Bowl E-sports w
The Fiesta Bowl has a new spring competition, but it won’t 
take place on a football field. Sports :47 Matthew Casey

3/26/2021 Dbacks reax Ducey rollbacks w

The Arizona Diamondbacks started selling tickets for regular 
season home games on the same day Governor Ducey 
lifted pandemic rules that limit stadium capacity. Ducey’s 
order came just before reporters got an early peak at the 
team’s setup for keeping fans safe in 20-21. Sports :47 Matthew Casey

3/29/2021 UA Women NCAA advance w
The University of Arizona women’s Wildcats have advanced 
in the NCAA basketball tournament. Sports :37 Tom Maxedon

3/22/2021 Azulita reusable bags w

In an effort to reduce plastic waste, Flagstaff’s Azulita (AW-
zoo-lee-taw) Project has launched a new initiative called 
“Tote-Ally (totally) Reusable Bags.” Sustainability :48 Autriya Maneshni 

3/3/2021 Phoenix road safety c/c

Near-term safety upgrades are coming to three intersections 
in Phoenix. Yesterday (Tuesday) the city council approved 
more than five million dollars to address things like 
vegetation that might impair visibility, signs and lane 
striping. Tansportation :10 Christina Estes

3/9/2021 Pandemic Microchips w

Working from home during the COVID-19 pandemic has 
created a surge in sales of electronic goods, and that has 
created a higher demand for microchips Tech :48 Heather VanBlokland

3/8/2021 Mexico border opening v

The mayor of the popular Sonoran beach town Rocky Point 
says he’s been informed by U.S. officials that it’s possible 
border travel restrictions could end later this month. Tourism :36 Kendal Blust

3/16/2021 Sonora Beaches v
Sonora has rolled out pandemic rules for the state’s 
famous beaches during upcoming Holy Week. Tourism :40 Murphy Woodhouse

3/18/2021 Border Restrictions Cd Lift w

Top Mexican officials are going to push to ease 
pandemic restrictions between Arizona and Sonora, which 
have been in place border-wide for nearly a year. Tourism :42 Murphy Woodhouse

3/2/2021 7th Street bridge fire c/c

A gas line fire caused the 7th Street Bridge over Salt River 
to close. The bridge is expected to stay closed for several 
months due to the severity of the damages. Transportation :15 Autriya Maneshni 



3/8/2021 Public Transit c/c

The pandemic has changed how many Arizonans 
use public transit. But, as the state inches closer to 
normal, public transportation is approaching a return to 
mass use. Transportation :12 Vaughan Jones

3/12/2021 Traffic COVID w

Since last March, as businesses, workplaces and schools 
were restricted or shut down, traffic in Maricopa County, for 
the most part, remained resilient, and heavy trucks began to 
infiltrate. Transportation :49 Jill Ryan

3/1/2021 Airline business w

Travel at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport remains about half of 
pre-pandemic levels but as more people get vaccinated 
some airlines expect that will change. Travel :45 Christina Estes

3/26/2021 Planedemic f
Where have all the airplanes gone? Many of them--
grounded during the pandemic--are right here in Arizona… Travel 4:41 Phil Latzman

3/8/2021 Weather c/c
After a warm weekend in the Phoenix-area, temperatures 
are expected to cool down as the week progresses. Weather :11 Vaughan Jones

3/19/2021 Weather s
The Southwest is projected to experience the most 
significant spring drought since 20-13. Weather :28 Jill Ryan

3/1/2021 WWF butterflies v
Monarch butterfly colonies in Mexico are continuing to 
decline Wildlife :42 Murphy Woodhouse

3/4/2021 Vaquita habitat w

Mexican officials could reduce the size of a protected area in 
the northernmost part of the Sea of Cortez where fishing 
nets are banned to protect a critically endangered porpoise. 
That could put the world’s smallest and most endangered 
marine mammal at greater risk. Wildlife :47 Kendal Blust

3/8/2021 Desert tortoises w
The Arizona Game and Fish Department has more than a 
hundred desert tortoises up for adoption. Wildlife :43 Ron Dungan

3/11/2021 Sandhill Cranes f

Every year, tens of thousands of sandhill cranes come to 
southeastern Arizona to spend the winter. This year, a 
record number of birds showed up. And as Sadie Babits, 
explains there’s still time to see them before they fly to 
cooler climates. Wildlife 4:13 Sadie Babits

3/18/2021 Gray Wolf Killing Reward s

After an endangered Mexican gray wolf’s suspicious death in 
Arizona last month, U-S Officials are offering a combined 
award of up to 37 thousand dollars for information that can 
lead to an arrest. Wildlife :30 Jill Ryan

3/8/2021 GEMS support group m

Being a girl can be tough. There’s a lot of pressure to fit in; 
to look or act a certain way, and it can be overwhelming. 
KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie talked to a therapist who is helping 
young girls find their voice, and hopefully... their way. Youth 1:07 Kathy Ritchie

3/5/2021 Sonora governor candidates w

Governor Ducey has worked closely with his counterpart in 
neighboring Sonora, promoting the shared interests of their 
two states. But soon he’ll be working with a new leader. :49 Kendal Blust
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